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Abstract
Atrial fibrillation (AF) is the most common cardiac arrhythmia in the United States
today. However, treatment options remain limited despite the enormous magnitude
of both AF prevalence and the associated economic cost. Of those treatment options
that are available, ablation-based interventional methods have demonstrated the highest rates of long-term cure. Unfortunately, these methods have substantially lower
efficacy in patients with heavier burdens of disease, thus leaving the most affected
individuals with the least hope for successful treatment.
The focus of this research is to develop a mechanistically guided approach towards
the treatment of multi-wavelet reentry (MWR), one of the primary drivers of AF. For
this purpose, we use a computational model of electrical propagation in cardiac tissue
to simulate both episodes of fibrillatory activity and the ablative treatment thereof.
We demonstrate that the probability of forming the reentrant circuits necessary for
continuous electrical activity is a function of the shape and size of a tissue as well
as its underlying cellular properties. Ablation at tissue sites with high probability of
circuit formation more efficiently reduces the overall duration of fibrillatory episodes
than ablation at sites with low probability. We then propose and validate in silico
a parameter-based metric for predicting the propensity of an individual tissue to
support fibrillation, which we term the fibrillogenicity index. Using this metric, we
develop an algorithm for prospectively determining optimized, tissue-specific ablation
patterns. Finally, we examine the relationship between multi-wavelet reentry and
focal drivers, and demonstrate that MWR and fibrillatory conduction exist along
a continuum. We examine the complex interplay between functional and structural
substrates within fibrillating tissue and define the mechanisms by which they promote
the perpetuation of AF.
These findings present a novel theoretical framework for understanding treatment
of multi-wavelet reentry driven AF and provide a set of testable predictions that
can serve to guide the design of future experimental studies aimed at advancing the
rational design of patient-specific ablation sets for treating AF.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In the complicated system of pipes and filters that our cardiovascular system represents, the human heart is the engine that keeps everything moving. On one hand, the
heart is tasked with the single, relatively straightforward mechanical job of pumping
blood throughout the body. However, the simple nature of the heart’s occupation belies the elegance and sophistication of its design. Because there is no direct nervous
control, each one of the many cardiac cells must work in tandem with its neighbors
to produce an organized, regular heart beat. At the same time, these cells are independent operators; there is no clearly defined supervisor that provides instructions
to the rest of the heart. Thus, rhythmic contraction is a phenomenon that emerges
from the complex interplay between individual cells. As with many complex systems
however, alteration of properties at the cellular level may lead to changes in the form
of emergent behavior.
Within the heart, one way these changes may manifest is as pathologic forms of
contraction known as arrhythmias. Here, inappropriate cardiac function stems from
disorganized electrical signaling between cells. While there are many different forms
of arrhythmia, perhaps the quintessential example is atrial fibrillation (AF). This disease, characterized by a complete loss of organized contraction in the top chambers
of the heart that results in an irregular heartbeat, has long been the subject of med1

ical research. In fact, the first historical mention of atrial fibrillation is commonly
attributed to the Chinese physician-emperor Huangdi and his The Yellow Emperor’s
Classic of Internal Medicine, originally published more than 4,500 years ago [1],[2].
While Huangdi made the original connection between irregular pulse and increased
morbidity, nearly three millennia passed before British physician and scientist William
Harvey made direct observations of disorganized contraction in the atria [3],[4]. Insight into the pathophysiology of this disease would further await the turn of the
twentieth century, at which point technical advancements began to make objective
clinical measurements possible. In 1904, the Scottish practitioner James Mackenzie
used a custom polygraph device to make the first pulse recordings and showed loss
of organized atrial contraction during irregular rhythms [5]. Nearly simultaneously,
Willem Einthoven made the first electrical recordings of atrial disorganization using his own nascent invention, the electrocardiograph [6]. However, it would be Sir
Thomas Lewis, a protégé of both Mackenzie and Einthoven, who would be the first to
draw a connection between an irregular heart rate and both electrical and contractile
disorganization in the atria [6]. Lewis’s hypothesis effectively established the modern
clinical definition of atrial fibrillation.
In addition to being a time of rapid progress towards a clinical appreciation of
atrial fibrillation, the early nineteen hundreds also marked a time of significant advancement in the understanding of its mechanisms. The renowned physiologist and
physician Theodor Engelmann examined disorganized electrical activity in the hearts
of frogs [7]. Noting that the individual muscle fibers tended to be out of phase with
one another, he proposed that these fibers had become independently excitable; hence
the term ‘fibrillation’. He therefore hypothesized that AF was the product of multiple ectopic foci firing at different rates [8]. George Mines, a brilliant young scientist
working out of McGill University, demonstrated that continuous electrical propaga2

tion could occur as a result of electricity following circular paths known as reentrant
circuits [9]. In his experiments in annuli of ex vivo cardiac tissue, he also showed
that slowed conduction and unidirectional block were necessary for the formation of
these circuits. Another preeminent researcher operating at this time, Walter Garrey,
used high frequency electrical pacing to induce episodes of fibrillation in a variety
of animal models. He showed that these episodes were independent of the site from
which they were initiated, but required a critical mass of tissue for continuation [10].
Based upon his findings, Garrey proposed that fibrillation was the result of multiple
simultaneous reentrant circuits.
In the last century since these pioneers laid the groundwork for our understanding
of atrial fibrillation, research has continued at a furious pace. A pubmed.gov search
for “atrial fibrillation” returns almost 5,000 unique hits from 2015 alone, and the rate
of publication has been increasing exponentially since around the 1940s. Nonetheless,
despite the massive quantities of energy that have been directed toward its study, AF
remains not only the most prevalent arrhythmia, but also one of the arrhythmias most
refractory to cure. Of the treatment options that are available, catheter-based ablation of the atria has emerged as one of the most reliable methods for the permanent
elimination of AF. However, while anatomically-directed strategies such as pulmonary
vein isolation and linear ablation have had demonstrated success in patients with relatively mild AF, there is disagreement over the most appropriate next-step to take in
patients with heavier burdens of disease. One approach that seems logical and that
has begun to attract significant attention within the AF community is the ablation of
atrial sites believed to host drivers of AF. Notably, both complex fractionated atrial
electrogram (CFAE) ablation and focal impulse and rotor modulation (FIRM) make
use of focal lesions to eliminate electrogram-identified drivers. Unfortunately, followup investigations of these strategies have largely failed to replicate the high rates of
3

cure shown in initial studies.
At least in part, this failure may represent a fundamental mismatch between treatment strategy and mechanism. There are currently multiple hypotheses regarding the
primary mechanism of AF, but focal ablation strategies like CFAE and FIRM are only
designed for the elimination of localized drivers such as sites of increased automaticity
and single-circuit reentry with fibrillatory conduction. Fibrillation may alternatively
be perpetuated by more diffuse mechanisms, the exemplar of which is multi-wavelet
reentry (MWR). Here, multiple waves of excitation move chaotically about the atria,
fusing and dividing as they collide, and forming spatially dynamic reentrant circuits.
Focal lesions interrupt only those circuits that, by chance, would have been formed
directly beneath the site of ablation. Thus, strategies reliant solely upon focal lesions
will have minimal impact on the burden of MWR driven atrial fibrillation. It follows,
then, that any comprehensive strategy for the treatment of AF must effectively interrupt both localized and diffuse drivers of fibrillation. However, while localized drivers
present obvious targets for interruption once they are identified, there is no readily
apparent strategy for eliminating MWR.
Unfortunately, the chaotic nature of multi-wavelet reentry has made it difficult to
study within a biological setting. Many of the insights into this conduction pattern
have instead been derived from the study of computer models. Gordon Moe, an American computational scientist working during the late nineteen fifties and early sixties,
developed a cellular automaton to study electrical propagation within the heart. His
experiments within this model were the first to directly demonstrate that MWR
could drive self-sustained activity [11]. Nonetheless, the strictly rule-based nature of
conduction in Moe’s model ignored the electrotonic currents that are necessary for
realistic propagation of biological excitement. As computing power increased, more
complex mathematical models of excitation and conduction were used to overcome
4

this hurdle. In particular, differential equation models, largely based upon the earlier
work of Alan Hodgkin and Andrew Huxley on the excitation of giant squid nerve
axons [12], have been successfully adapted to cardiac tissue. However, these models
represent a tradeoff between biological realism and experimental breadth. Differential
equation models are substantially more computationally burdensome, and thus their
use in the study of tissue-level behavior may be prohibitively time consuming.
The primary goal of this work is to develop an optimized ablation strategy for the
treatment of multi-wavelet reentry driven atrial fibrillation. Towards this purpose, I
have used a computational model of cardiac propagation that compromises biological
realism and low computational burden to explore the intricacies of chaotic conduction
patterns within a practical experimental time frame [13]. I propose a mechanistic basis
for understanding and predicting the behavior of MWR based upon this exploration.
Using this interpretative framework, I then explain an algorithm for titrating the
magnitude of ablation-based intervention to the burden of MWR within specific,
individualized tissues. Finally, I explore the relationships between MWR and localized
drivers of AF in order to develop a more comprehensive treatment strategy.

5

Figure 1.1: Six pioneers of atrial fibrillation research: A) James Mackenzie, B) Willem
Einthoven, C) Thomas Lewis, D) Theodor Engelmann, E) George Mines, and F)
Walter Garrey. (Images courtesy of the National Library of Medicine)
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1

Basics of Electrophysiology

The human heart is responsible for controlling the distribution of blood throughout
the body. In healthy individuals, the heart is divided into four distinct chambers
according to electromechanical function. A septum of cardiac tissue prevents direct
flow of blood between the right and left sides of the heart and this mechanical division
allows the two halves to push blood in different directions. The right side of the heart
is responsible for pumping deoxygenated blood from the body’s periphery to the
lungs, while the left side is responsible for pumping newly oxygenated blood from the
lungs back to the rest of the body. Additionally, the top and bottom of the heart,
known respectively as the atria and ventricles, are separated by a layer of tough,
fibrous tissue. A pair of unidirectional valves embedded within this layer on either
side of the septum allows for blood flow from the atria to the ventricles. However,
unlike the majority of cardiac muscle, this fibrous tissue cannot transmit waves of
electrical excitation, rendering the atria and ventricles electrically insulated from one
another.
The electrical and mechanical properties of the heart are intrinsically linked, and
the proper function of both is required for physiologic behavior. When a cardiac
9

muscle cell, or cardiomyocyte, receives ionic current sufficient to perturb its normally
negatively charged cell membrane above a particular threshold potential, that cell
undergoes a pattern of excitation known as an action potential. The action potential
triggers rapid shifts in the cell membrane’s ionic permeability, resulting in both a brief
positive deflection in membrane potential known as depolarization and the initiation
of mechanical contraction. A depolarizing cardiomyocyte transmits current to neighboring cells, altering their membrane potentials and eventually triggering new action
potentials in those cells. Importantly, once a cell has triggered an action potential it
enters a period of refractoriness during which it cannot be re-excited. Thus, electrical
excitement spreads uni-directionally from one cell to the next and is accompanied by
an organized wave of contraction.
In typical, healthy human hearts, electrical activity is initiated in the sinoatrial
(SA) node, a special section of the right atria that undergoes regular, spontaneous
depolarization. From the SA node, waves of excitement spread outward across the
two atria in approximately concentric rings, and there is an accompanying organized,
downward muscular contraction. Another specialized region of cardiac tissue known
as the atrioventricular (AV) node is positioned at the junction between the atria and
ventricles. Cardiomyocytes within the AV node have particularly long periods of
refractoriness, and limit the rate at which waves of activity can be transmitted from
the atria to the ventricles. However, under normal conditions each impulse initiated
by the SA node results in a single heart beat, consisting of the sequential, organized
contraction of both atria and ventricles. This physiologic pattern of conduction is
known as ‘sinus’ rhythm.

10

Figure 2.1: A schematic of the four chamber heart showing overlays of mechanical (red
and blue coloring) and electrical (orange and yellow coloring) organization. The right
side of the heart is responsible for pumping deoxygenated blood from the periphery
to the lungs and the left side is responsible for pumping oxygenated blood from the
lungs back out to the periphery. Electrical activity is initiated in the atria by the
sinoatrial (SA) node and transmitted to the ventricles via the atrioventricular (AV)
node.

2.2

Cardiac Action Potentials

As in all mammalian cells, the inside of each cardiomyocyte is separated from its
surroundings by a membrane that is largely impermeable to charged molecules. This
limited permeability allows energy-intensive protein pumps to maintain ion concentration gradients across the membrane. However, other proteins known as ion channels
may, under certain conditions, allow specific ions to diffuse back across the membrane.
As the charged ions flow through these channels, the magnitude of the concentration
gradient is reduced, and an electric gradient begins to develop in the opposite direc11

Ion

[ion]internal (mM)

[ion]external (mM)

Eion (mV)

Sodium

8

110

70.0

Potassium

100

4

-86.0

Chloride

45

880

79.4

Calcium

0.0002

1

113.7

Table 2.1: Concentrations in the internal and external cellular environments for a
number of relevant ionic species.

tion. For a single ionic species, the potential at which these two opposing gradients
equilibrate is described mathematically by the Nernst equation [1] (Eq. 2.1).

Eion =

RT [ion]internal
ln
zF [ion]external

(2.1)

Here, Eion is the equilibrium potential for the specific ion of interest, R is the
universal gas constant, F is faraday’s constant, z is the ionic charge, and [ion] is
the ionic concentration. The Nernst equation predicts the electric potential at which
the net flow of ions across a cell membrane, permeable to only a single ion, reverses
direction. For this reason, it is often referred to as the reversal potential. Table 2.1
presents resting intracellular and extracellular concentrations of biologically relevant
ions in mammalian cardiomyocytes, as well as their corresponding reversal potentials.
This table is adapted from Katz’s Physiology of the Heart[2], in which the author
presents chemical activity (a.k.a. effective concentration) values rather than true
concentrations.
In practice, cardiomyocytes possess many different ion channels, and the true equilibrium potential results from a balance between all of the individual concentration
gradients and the electrical gradient. For the case of monovalent ions, this balance is
described mathematically by the Goldman-Hodgkin-Katz (GHK) equation (Eq. 2.2).
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RT
Vm =
ln
F

P

P
Pi [ion+
Pi [ion−
i ]external +
i ]internal
P
P
Pi [ion+
Pi [ion−
i ]internal +
i ]external

(2.2)

Here, Vm is the equilibrium membrane potential and Pi is the permeability of either
positively charged cations (+) or negatively charged anions (-). Analogous, higher
order equations are used to predict the equilibrium potential with consideration of
divalent ions such as calcium (Ca+2 )[3], but the low resting permeability of these
ions causes their contribution to be negligible. Solution of the GHK equation using
experimental values of concentration and permeability provides an accurate prediction
of the membrane potential in resting cardiomyocytes, typically between -80 and 90mV [4]. This highly polarized value is close to the reversal potential of potassium
and reflects the significantly higher resting permeability of this ion relative to sodium,
chlorine, and calcium.
The differences in permeability are the result of a mechanism known as voltagegating, in which channels allow for ionic diffusion (i.e., are open) only within certain
ranges of membrane potential. At the resting potential, only potassium channels have
a high probability of being in the open state. However, any sufficient perturbation
of the membrane potential that causes depolarization beyond a threshold of around 65mV (e.g., via current transmitted from neighboring cells) triggers the rapid opening
of sodium channels and a corresponding increase in membrane potential towards
the reversal potential of sodium as it rushes into the cell [4]. Potassium efflux is
simultaneously reduced as the membrane potential becomes more positive. This event
marks the beginning of the cardiac action potential (phase 0, Fig. 2.2). There is a
nearly simultaneous triggering of sodium channel inactivation that occurs through a
parallel, but temporally slower, voltage-gating mechanism (phase 1, Fig. 2.2). The
effect of this inactivation is two-fold. First, inactivation prevents sodium channels
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from returning directly to the open state, and thus generating a new action potential,
for a specific duration of time known as the refractory period. Second, sodium currents
are eliminated before the membrane voltage can equilibrate at the sodium reversal
potential. Instead, the membrane typically only reaches a peak voltage of around
+20mV before it begins to repolarize [4]. However, this peak voltage is sufficient to
trigger the opening of voltage-gated calcium channels. The onset of calcium influx
counteracts the continuing weak efflux of potassium, and the membrane potential
plateaus at around -10 to +10mV (phase 2, Fig. 2.2) [4]. During this period, internal
calcium stores are also released adjacent to myofibrils, leading to sustained contraction
of the muscle. Gradually, calcium channels begin a time-dependent closure and the
membrane voltage begins to slowly repolarize (phase 3, Fig. 2.2). The more negative
potential also allows voltage-gated potassium channels to re-open, and the membrane
returns to its resting state (phase 4, Fig. 2.2), thus completing the action potential.

2.3

What is Atrial Fibrillation?

Of all the malfunctions that arise within the complex conduction system of the heart,
an arrhythmia known as Atrial Fibrillation (AF) is the most common. In this disease,
electrical activity in the atria becomes disorganized and unpredictable, preventing
coordinated muscular contraction and causing the atria to physically quiver or ‘fibrillate’. Fortunately for those that suffer from AF, the atria play a relatively passive role
in pumping blood throughout the body. Electromechanical activity in the ventricles
remains organized and proceeds at the intermittent rate at which activity propagates
across the AV node. Clinically, this presents in patients as episodes of uncontrolled,
rapid, and irregular heart rate.
While episodes of atrial fibrillation are not inherently lethal, long term exposure
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Figure 2.2: Left) A typical, phase-labled atrial action potential (produced with the
Courtemanche computational model of atrial cardiomyocytes). Right) Corresponding sodium, potassium, and calcium ionic trans-membrane currents during the atrial
action potential.

may lead to a number of serious consequences. In particular, AF is associated with
a five-fold increased risk of stroke [5] due to thrombosis of stagnant blood within the
atria [6]. Stroke associated with AF is also more severe, and causes higher degrees of
lasting debilitation [7]. Additionally, patients frequently experience symptoms such as
dizziness, palpitations, syncope, chest pain, dyspnea, and fatigue [8],[9], the combined
effect of which leads to a significant decrease in quality of life [10] that is accompanied
by a one-and-a-half to two-fold increase in the risk of mortality [11].
Atrial fibrillation is the most prevalent of all cardiac arrhythmias, affecting an
estimated 5.2 million individuals within the United States [12] and 33.5 million individuals worldwide as of 2010 [13]. This prevalence is expected to increase substantially
over the next twenty years as a result of both increased screening practices and an
aging population with higher rates of underlying heart disease [14]. The ubiquity of
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this disease is associated with a heavy economic burden. In the United States alone,
incremental healthcare costs associated with AF were estimated to be $26 billion
dollars per year [15], $6.5 billion of which was AF specific [16]. AF also causes a significant loss in objective productivity, with employed patients taking higher numbers
of both sick days and short term disability absence days [17].
Within the most recent guidelines [18],[19], atrial fibrillation is divided into three
categories of disease severity: paroxysmal AF, in which episodes of fibrillation last
less than seven days, persistent AF, in which episodes are sustained for greater than
seven days, and long-standing persistent AF, in which episodes last longer than twelve
months. Within the overall population of AF patients, the proportion of paroxysmal cases relative to cases of longer lasting disease is approximately equal [20]-[22].
Greater burdens of AF are associated with a higher degree of resistance to treatment
[23],[24]. Thus, differing categories of AF are indication for differing treatment strategies [19]. This categorization is merely a convention however, and the true burdens of
disease for individual patients lie along a continuum [25]. What’s more, AF appears
to be progressive [26],[27]. Changes to the atrial substrate that occur during episodes
of fibrillation (a process known as “atrial remodeling”) increase the heart’s ability
to support future episodes [28]-[30], and this feed-forward mechanism leads to the
advancement of disease burden over time [31]. In order to prevent this progression
(or possibly reverse it [32]), it is therefore of value to provide patients with adequate
treatment as early as possible [33].

2.4

Treatments of Atrial Fibrillation

Despite the immense burden that atrial fibrillation places on both patients and the
health systems that care for them, treatment options remain limited. Cure rates with
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even the most involved treatment strategies rarely exceed 75% [34], and are typically
even lower in patients with severe disease [23]. This limitation is especially notable
in contrast with the treatment of other cardiac arrhythmias, where cure rates are
generally above 90% [35].
Treatment of atrial fibrillation can be divided into two main categories: pharmacologic approaches using anti-arrhythmic drugs (AAD), and interventional strategies
[19].

Pharmacologic treatments
The use of anti-arrhythmic drugs in the treatment of atrial fibrillation may be further divided into two primary approaches [36]. In ‘rate control’ strategies, the goal
of treatment is alleviation of symptoms rather than the complete elimination of AF.
Here, AADs specifically target cells within the atrioventricular node that are responsible for transmitting excitation from the atria to the ventricles. By increasing the
duration of refractoriness in these cells, downward transmission is blocked more frequently, and the rate of ventricular contraction is slowed. Drugs commonly used for
this purpose include beta adrenergic blockers (e.g. Metoprolol, Atenolol, and Propranolol) and calcium channel blockers (e.g. Verapamil and Diltiazem) [37]. In contrast,
the goal of ‘rhythm control’ strategies is a return to normal conduction patterns via
the total elimination of arrhythmia. Here, AADs alter the properties of atrial cells
in order to globally decrease the propensity of tissues to both initiate and support
fibrillation. Drugs commonly used for this purpose include sodium channel blockers
(e.g. Flecainide and Propafenone) and potassium channel blockers (e.g. Dofetilide
and Ibutilide) [38].
Both approaches have been demonstrated as moderately effective, with adequate
rate control being achieved in 58% of patients [37] and sinus rhythm being main17

tained in 52% of patients [34], both with single drug trials. Both rate and rhythm
control strategies have equivalent survival outcomes, but slightly higher rates of adverse events have been demonstrated in patients undergoing rhythm control [39].
Largely, the choice between these strategies is based upon the degree and form of a
patient’s symptomaticity, as well as consideration of underlying medical comorbidities
and patient preference [40]. Because atrial contraction remains uncoordinated in rate
control and because rhythm control may fail, anti-coagulation drugs are prescribed
concomitantly in both strategies to reduce the likelihood of stroke [41].

Interventional treatments
The first interventional treatment of atrial fibrillation to demonstrate reliably high
rates of cure was the surgical maze operation as pioneered by Cox [42]-[44]. In this
approach, surgeons introduce a number of transmural (full tissue thickness) scars to
the atria, and, by doing so, restore normal supraventricular function in between 82100% of patients [45]-[47]. Unfortunately, the length and technical difficulty of this
operation, as well as its requirement for cardiopulmonary bypass, confers a number of
significant risks including surgery-associated death and AV nodal block requiring the
permanent placement of pacemakers [48]. The advent of less invasive interventional
treatments has largely relegated this approach to a secondary role in which it is
performed only concomitantly with other open-heart operations (e.g. mitral valve
repair or replacement), and then only for patients with heavy burdens of disease [49].
More recently, transcutaneous, catheter-based approaches have moved to the forefront of interventional treatment [49],[50], and are frequently used as first-line therapy for atrial fibrillation [34],[51]. Here, access to the heart is achieved by threading
electrode-tipped catheters through the venous system. The atria are then ablated via
either radiofrequency (RF) heating [23],[24] or cryothermal cooling [52],[53], result18

ing in electrically unexcitable scars. However, unlike in surgical procedures, ablation
may result in temporary stunning of cardiac cells rather than permanent cell death
and over time ablated atrial tissue may regain excitability [54],[55]. For this reason,
successful cure of AF with catheter based approaches may require follow-up or repeat
procedures [56],[57]. The relative rates of scar formation failure in cryo-ablation and
RF-ablation appear to be largely equivalent[58]-[60], although there may be slight
differences in the rates of peri-operative complications.
Implementation aside, the most significant factor for predicting successful elimination of AF in an individual patient is the strategy selected for ablative scar placement.
Of the many possibilities, an anatomic approach in which the pulmonary veins are
electrically isolated from the remainder of the atrial substrate has established itself as
the baseline standard of care [49],[50]. This strategy, known as pulmonary vein isolation (PVI), is premised upon the fact that the pulmonary veins are frequently sources
of ectopic electrical impulses that serve to either initiate or perpetuate AF [61]. Use of
PVI by itself has been shown to successfully eliminate fibrillation at one year followup in between 62-79% of paroxysmal cases [23],[62]-[67], although one study demonstrated a higher cure rate of 93% [68]. The rates of cure for persistent or long-standing
persistent AF are typically lower, at between 20-65% [23],[24],[62],[66],[67],[69]-[71].
A number of supplemental ablation strategies have been proposed for improving
the rate of successful AF cure. These approaches generally aim to reduce the propensity of the remaining atrial tissue to support fibrillation. Perhaps the most straightforward method is the extension of PVI using linear ablation to connect anatomic
landmarks [72]-[74]. In this case, the most common lesions are connections between
the right and left sided pulmonary vein encirclements (“roof line”), between the left
vein encirclement and the mitral annulus (“mitral isthmus line”), and between the
inferior vena cava and the triscuspid annulus (“cavotricuspid isthmus line”). These
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lesions have the advantage of eliminating conduction between large anatomic barriers using a minimal quantity of additional ablation [75]-[77]. While a few studies
have shown no significant improvements to AF cure with linear ablation [79],[80], the
results are largely favorable. Randomized clinical trials testing this approach demonstrated that the addition of linear ablation increased freedom from AF at one year
from 62-69% to 76-87% in paroxysmal cases and from 36-39% to 74-75% in persistent
cases [66],[67],[76],[77].

Figure 2.3: The left and right atria (viewed from the posterior) showing locations
of common anatomically-guided ablation sites. a) Pulmonary vein isolation. Here,
LSPV, LIPV, RSPV, and RIPV refer to the left and right, superior and inferior
pulmonary veins, and SVC and IVC refer to the superior and inferior venae cavae.
b) A roof line connects the left and right pulmonary vein encirclements. The mitral
isthmus line connects the left pulmonary vein encirclement and the mitral valve at
the level of the LIPV. Used with permission from Dewire et al. 2010 [78].

Several alternative methods for atrial substrate modification rely on the use of
focal ablation rather than linear lesions. Typically, the goal of these strategies is
to specifically target and eliminate localized drivers of AF. In one such approach,
practitioners rely upon the morphology of electrogram recordings taken at the atrial
surface as a surrogate for the underlying electrical behavior. Recordings that show
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high frequency disorganized activity are known as complex fractionated atrial electrograms (CFAEs). These CFAEs are assumed to reflect high frequency phenomena
such as small regions of rotating propagation (rotors) or sites of rapid spontaneous
firing (ectopic foci), both of which have been suspected of driving AF in humans.
While an initial investigation into the use of lone CFAE ablation showed freedom
from AF in 91% of patients after one year [81], follow up studies demonstrated outcomes as low as 8-38% [63],[82],[83]. Further investigation of CFAE ablation as a
supplemental therapy to PVI has also shown unimpressive results [57],[62],[69],[82].
Despite a few studies showing incremental effects of this strategy [63],[84], a recent
meta-analyses found there to be no improvement in AF free survival [85]. As a consequence of these findings, CFAE based ablation has started to fall out of favor within
the electrophysiology community [86]. One explanation for these disappointing results is that electrogram fractionation stems from mismatches between electrogram
resolution and the spatiotemporal variability of the recording region [87]. This implies that CFAEs are a non-specific finding, and therefore ablation of CFAEs does
not necessarily equate to elimination of AF drivers. As a final aside on this approach,
one group has demonstrated improved freedom from AF using a stepwise ablation
strategy that incorporates PVI and both linear and CFAE ablation [88],[89]; early
reproduction of this practice seems promising [90].

Figure 2.4: Examples of (A) organized and (B) fractionated atrial electrograms. Used
with permission from Nademanee et al. 2003 [81].
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More recently, another focal ablation strategy has garnered some excitement. This
approach, known as focal impulse and rotor modulation (FIRM) [91], relies upon
catheters with high numbers of electrodes to make simultaneous recordings of electrical activity throughout the atria [92]. Since the physical locations of these electrodes
are known, it is then possible to construct spatial maps of excitation from the electrograms [93]. Sites of rotational activity and outwardly concentric conduction are
thought to reflect rotors and focal impulses respectively. Initial investigation into the
efficacy of supplemental ablation at these sites demonstrated freedom from AF after
nine months to be 82.4%, as compared to 44.9% with standard treatment alone [94].
While independent randomized clinical trials have yet to be performed, preliminary
follow-up studies have shown mixed results. While one group was able to replicate the
original findings in a small number of patients [95], another group found only 21% of
patients to be free of arrhythmia at 18 months [96]. A possible explanation for these
discrepant data arises from the mechanical limitations of the procedure. Mismatch
between the shape of the multi-electrode catheters and the atria itself may prevent
electrodes from being in contact with the tissue surface [97]. This, combined with
the use of low resolution electrodes, may result in erroneous or heavily fractionated
electrograms [98] that, in turn, contribute to false representations of the electrical
activity within the atria [97]. Further study of this approach is required before any
concrete conclusions can be drawn.

Closing remarks on treatment of AF
As it stands, the rates of cure for atrial fibrillation remain frustratingly low. Pharmacologic agents are only able to eliminate arrhythmia in around 50% of patients,
and, while supplemental ablation strategies such as linear ablation, CFAE ablation,
and FIRM have shown glimpses of promise, interventional treatment outcomes have
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largely stagnated at around 75% cure since the advent of pulmonary vein isolation.
Both pharmacologic and interventional treatments have also shown much poorer outcomes in patients with persistent and long-lasting persistent AF, a group that constitutes nearly half of all AF patients. Since these patients also experience the heaviest
symptomatic burdens [21],[99] and have the highest risks of stroke [100],[101] these
outcomes are obviously unacceptable. How then might we go about designing more
effective treatment strategies? A logical starting point is with a thorough understanding of the pathologic mechanisms responsible for driving atrial fibrillation.

2.5

Mechanisms of Atrial Fibrillation

Possible drivers of AF
Ongoing fibrillation in the atria requires the presence of continuous, disorganized
electrical activity. There are several distinct mechanisms by which this activity may
be generated. First, spontaneous depolarizations arising from non-pacemakers cells
within the atria can generate fresh sources of excitation. As an electrical wave spreads
concentrically outward from a site of initiation, the uniform wave-front may encounter
cells still refractory from a preceding wave. Excitation failure within these cells leads
to breakage along the continuous wave-front and causes a chaotic form of propagation known as fibrillatory conduction. Alternatively, the location of spontaneous
firing may change from beat to beat, leading to disorganized activity throughout the
atrial tissue via wave-front collisions. Provided that spontaneous firings occur more
frequently than existing waves of excitation extinguish, electrical activity will continue indefinitely. Reciprocally, elimination of the cells responsible for focal impulses
will ultimately terminate the arrhythmia.
Second, waves of excitation that follow uninterrupted circular paths can propa23

gate continuously. So long as the conduction time around the path is longer than the
refractory period of the cells that comprise it, advancing wave fronts encounter a constantly replenishing supply of excitable tissue. This form of continuous propagation,
known as reentry, may be further subdivided by the degree to which the position
and timing of a completed circuit affects the position and timing of the next. In
rotor reentry, waves travel around small, spatially localized paths at regular intervals.
Circuits in this form of reentry therefore have a high degree of spatiotemporal autocorrelation. As with AF driven by focal impulses, fibrillatory conduction may lead to
unpredictable excitation patterns far from the rotor core. In contrast, multi-wavelet
reentry (MWR) is perpetuated by multiple independent waves of excitation rather
than a single localized rotor. The population of waves moves chaotically throughout
the tissue, fusing and dividing as they bump into one another. Here, circuit formation occurs at seemingly random intervals and is distributed throughout the tissue.
Termination of either form of reentrant driver requires the simultaneous interruption
of all ongoing circuits, as by the placement of a linear ablation line between a circuit
core and the external boundary.

Evidence of AF drivers
While focal impulses, rotors, and multi-wavelet reentry are all theoretically possible,
what is the true mechanism responsible for driving atrial fibrillation? This question
has been the subject of much consideration due to its implications in the treatment
of AF. Largely however, opinions are divided into two camps: those that believe
fibrillation is driven by localized sources such as focal impulses or rotors, and those
that believe fibrillation is driven by diffuse sources such as multi-wavelet reentry.
Because of the historical difficulties involved with visualizing electrical activity in
the atria, much of the early evidence towards the mechanism of AF was inferential. In
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a series of experiments within ex vivo cardiac tissue taken from a variety of animals
(including loggerhead turtles, notorious in the early 1900’s for their predisposition
towards AF), Garrey observed that disorganized contraction continued even after
removal of the site from which it was induced [102]. Instead, episodes of fibrillation
terminated when the size of the tissue was reduced below a critical threshold. This
finding formed the basis for his “critical mass hypothesis”, in which continuation of
AF required sufficient space for self-sustaining reentrant circuits to form. Moe later
repeated Garrey’s set of experiments in dogs [103] and was the first to formally propose
multi-wavelet reentry as the mechanism responsible for AF [104]. He went on to
demonstrate the feasibility of MWR within a computer model of cardiac propagation
[105]. Further, he suggested that the size of the critical mass required to support
MWR was a function of tissue properties determining the size of wavelets (e.g. action
potential duration, refractory period). Later groups went on to validate this idea
in both animals [106],[107] and humans [108] by demonstrating that fibrillation was
more likely to terminate in both smaller tissues and tissues with longer refractory
periods. In contrast to both Garrey’s and Moe’s results, Scherf observed that cooling
or isolation of the site of fibrillatory induction caused reversible elimination of AF
in dogs [109]. This finding was more compatible with focal sources as the driver for
fibrillation. However, Scherf used the chemical aconitine, which induces focal firing,
rather than high frequency electrode pacing to induce fibrillation. Atrial activity may
thus have been driven by a qualitatively different mechanism.
Gradually, it has become possible to gather more explicit insight into the dynamics of electrical propagation within the atria. By recording simultaneously from ten
different electrodes, Allessie was able to demonstrate tachycardia in rabbits driven by
stable, stationary reentrant circuits [110]. Unlike electrical circuits around structural
obstacles such as scar tissue, the frequency of rotation of these circuits could be in25

creased by pharmacologically reducing the conduction wave-length. Allessie proposed
that this form of reentry was therefore the result of a single wave in which the leading
edge followed close behind its own receding tail of refractoriness [111]. Here, cells still
refractory from a previous rotation cause functional block across the circuit center,
thus maintaining the phasic asynchrony of tissue excitation.
The idea of making multiple simultaneous electrogram recordings was extended to
fibrillation in the hearts of larger mammals. Now using high density electrode arrays
to assess macroscopic patterns of excitability, Allessie and Lee independently repeated
the series of canine experiments upon which Moe based his idea of MWR [112].
However, while Allessie was able to verify the presence of multiple wavelets undergoing
random reentry, Lee and his group observed focal impulses to be the primary driver of
fibrillation [113]. The presence of multiple wavelets in canine models of AF was later
corroborated by other groups [114],[115]. In patients undergoing open-heart surgery,
Lee mapped electrical excitation in humans and observed multiple wave fronts to be
the predominant pattern of activity [116]. Members of the Allessie group went on to
use paired high-density electrode arrays on the endocardial and epicardial surfaces and
observed significant electrical dissociation between the internal and external layers of
musculature [117]. These experiments, performed in both animals [118] and humans
[119], demonstrated that random reentry could occur in a direction normal to the
tissue surface via wave breakthrough, and that breakthrough was more likely to occur
in patients with longer lasting AF. In contrast to these results, Narayan demonstrated
the presence of both rotors and focal impulses using activation maps generated from
multi-electrode basket catheters [91],[94]. However, these findings may be confounded
by a lack of contact between electrodes and the atrial surface [97].
As an alternative to high-density electrode arrays, the dynamics of electrical propagation can also be visualized using a technique known as optical mapping. Here,
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cardiac tissue is stained with voltage or calcium sensitive dyes that emit particular
wave-lengths of light during cell depolarization. Members of the Jalife group used this
technique in conjunction with excitation phase analysis to demonstrate the presence
of rotational activity around phase singularities in a variety of animal hearts [120][123]. While optical mapping is impossible in humans, the presence of focal drivers is
at least circumstantially supported by studies of the spectral characteristics of fibrillation. These studies, in which the dominant frequency of excitation was sequentially
measured at sites distributed throughout the atria, demonstrated the presence of distinct domains of high frequency surrounded by lower frequency tissue. The Jalife
group proposed that these domains reflected regions of 1:1 conduction around focal
sources of rapid activity [124],[125], and that low frequency areas corresponded to
regions of fibrillatory conduction [126]. Ablation of high frequency domains caused
acute termination of AF in 87% of cases [127], further suggesting the presence of
drivers at these sites.

Closing remarks on the mechanisms of AF
There are substantial, and seemingly contradictory, bodies of evidence in support
of each of the possible mechanisms of atrial fibrillation. Unfortunately, these data
have largely been collected from disparate models of fibrillation (e.g., dogs, sheep,
rabbits, pigs, humans, etc), thus rendering direct comparison of experimental results
extremely difficult. Even studies in which the electrical activity of the atria was
directly visualized have demonstrated the full spectrum of drivers. This said, there
are two relatively straightforward explanations for these conflicting results. First,
differences in the electrical properties of the various models may actually result in
qualitatively different fibrillatory mechanisms. For example, it could be that canine
atria, for whatever reason, are more likely to be driven by MWR while sheep atria are
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more likely to be driven by rotor reentry. Likewise, patients with differing burdens of
disease may be suffering from qualitatively different forms of AF. Alternatively, the
different methods of mapping electrical activity could be introducing differing levels
of bias towards one mechanism or another. In this case, the activity being recorded in
differing models may be identical, but the final observed mechanisms may be distinct
from one another. For example, it could be that phase analysis of optically mapped
fibrillation is predisposed towards the detection of rotors, while high-density electrode
arrays are more likely to demonstrate MWR.
In either case, there is currently no definitive answer to the question of what
drives human AF. This fact represents a major stumbling block in the development
of effective, mechanistically derived treatment strategies. After all, how can electrophysiologists hope to predict the impact of ablation when they don’t actually know
the underlying activity they are trying to affect? While the final test of any strategy
obviously requires implementation in humans, computer models of cardiac propagation represent an experimental environment in which researchers have exact control
over tissue properties and explicit knowledge of the emergent behaviors. For this
reason, many scientists have turned toward in silico studies to test the types of theoretical questions necessary for development of improved treatments, but impossible
to answer in more ambiguous biological models.

2.6

Computer Models of Excitation

One of the more relevant aphorisms in the world of computer modeling is that “all
models are wrong, but some are useful.” This saying, generally attributed to the
statistician George Box [128], captures both the advantages and potential pitfalls of
in silico experiments. While models may provide insight into some otherwise unob-
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servable phenomenon, they are only as good as the assumptions on which they are
based. In modeling the electrical properties of the heart, there are various levels of
biological accuracy with which the excitability of individual cells, the transmission
of current between cells, and the spatial distribution of cells can be approximated.
There is no true ‘right’ answer regarding the appropriate degree of realism. Rather,
biological accuracy must be selected according to the experimental question being
asked. For example, incorporation of individual cellular ion channels may be irrelevant for a researcher interested in macroscopic, tissue-level behavior. Reciprocally,
any conclusions regarding intracellular behavior may be worthless if the properties of
these channels are ignored. Since these questions of realism must also be balanced
against the constraints of computational burden, the least complex model that still
provides a meaningful answer is often the most appropriate choice. To quote another
maxim (this one attributed to Albert Einstein [129]), “Everything should be made as
simple as possible, but not simpler”.
The first computational model of cardiac tissue was a rule-based cellular automaton put forth by Moe more than 50 years ago [105]. Partly due to limitations in
processing power (Moe was working with an IBM-650, capable of storing up to 2,000
five character words or ten digit numbers), the simulated action potentials within this
model were heavily approximated. Cells underwent binary excitation with a refractory
period of length proportional to the square of the preceding duration of quiescence.
The tail end of each action potential was characterized by a relative refractory period
during which activation was possible but occurred more slowly. Cells were arranged
within a uniform, hexagonal grid, and excited cells transmitted activation to their
unexcited neighbors at a constant rate. Despite the relatively superficial resemblance
to real atrial tissue, Moe was able to explicitly demonstrate multi-wavelet reentry as
a possible mechanism for AF. Further, his study of this model provided evidence that
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fibrillatory burden depended on not only the presence of a critical mass of tissue, but
also on the size of wavelets within that tissue.
With the advent of modern computing, it became feasible to employ more sophisticated models of cellular excitation. Most popular among these have been differential
equation models based upon work by Hodgkin and Huxley [130]. In their pioneering
studies of the giant squid nerve axon, Hodgkin and Huxley proposed that the properties of an excitable cell were akin to those of an electrical circuit. In this analogy,
each ion channel capable of producing a trans-membrane current represents a resistor
with variable conductance, the impermeable membrane itself represents a capacitor,
and the potential differences resulting from ionic concentration gradients across the
membrane represent voltage sources (Fig. 2.5). The well established mathematics
governing circuit dynamics could hereby be used to model changes in the membrane
voltage (Eq. 2.3).
Iion
dVm
=−
dt
Cm

(2.3)

In this equation, Vm is the membrane voltage, Iion is the sum of ionic currents, and
Cm is the membrane capacitance. As an example, the original study by Hodgkin and
Huxley included three trans-membrane currents: sodium, potassium, and a generic
leakage current (Eq. 2.4).

Iion = IN a + IK + IL

(2.4)

Each of the individual ionic current terms of Eq. 2.4 are in turn calculated according to Eq. 2.5.

Ii = gi (Vm − Ei )
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(2.5)

Figure 2.5: The electrical circuit used by Hodgkin and Huxley to model the dynamics
of the membranes of excitable cells. Used with permission from Hodgkin et al. 1952
[130].

Here, gi is the ensemble conductance of a particular ion channel and Vi is that ion’s
Nernst potential. In essence, this equation states that the flow rate of a particular ion
across the membrane is a function of the overall electrostatic driving force scaled by
the physical resistance to that flow. In order to capture the voltage-sensitive, openversus-closed states of ion channels, the ionic conductance factor is itself variable. As
an example, Eq. 2.6 presents the conductance of sodium as modeled by Hodgkin and
Huxley.

gN a = ḡN a m3 h

(2.6)

Here, ḡN a is the maximal conductance of sodium across the membrane when all
channels are in the open state, and both m and h are ‘gating’ variables that range
between zero, corresponding to the closed state of the channel, and one, corresponding
to the open state. In order to capture the temporal aspects of transition between the
open and closed states, these gating variables are in turn modeled using differential
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equations (e.g., Eq. 2.7.
dm
= αm (1 − m) − βm m
dt

(2.7)

As described by Hodgkin and Huxley, αm and βm are rate constants that vary
with voltage but not with time. Each of the ionic current terms is controlled by
unique gating variables, the order and number of which are based upon empirical
data collected from biological studies.
There are many different models of cardiac excitation based upon this framework,
several of which are actively used in the study of fibrillation. These models differ from
one another in two important ways. First, models may reflect the behavior of different
types of cardiomyocyte (e.g., atrial, ventricular, etc.) or of different species of animal
(e.g., human, canine, rabbit, etc.), depending upon from which data set their parameters have been determined. Second, these models vary with respect to their degrees
of complexity. Models that incorporate more ion channels require higher numbers of
state variables. However, while these increases in complexity theoretically improve
the biological realism of the model, they also require larger numbers of calculations
per time step and thus increase the overall computational burden.
Working independently from one another, Fitzhugh [131] and Nagumo [132] developed a two-variable, abstracted version of the Hodgkin-Huxley model, as described
by the following series of equations.

V̇ = c V − V 3 /3 − W + I

U̇ = (a + V − bW ) /c



(2.8)

(2.9)

Here, V is roughly equivalent to the membrane potential, U is roughly equivalent
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to a recovery or gating variable, I represents a stimulus current, and a, b, and c are
constant parameters that determine the behavioral regime of the model. The simplified nature of the Fitzhugh-Nagumo model not only reduced computational burden,
but also allowed for more rigorous mathematical analysis. Fitzhugh demonstrated
that the point of intersection between U and V null-clines (Fig. 2.6) determined
whether a cell would be resting but excitable, resting but unexcitable, or undergo
spontaneous excitation. Further, he showed that rather than a true all-or-nothing
form of excitation, cells would enter into either small sub-threshold cycles or large
supra-threshold cycles (i.e, production of an action potential) depending on the size
of a perturbing current (Fig. 2.6). Differentiation between the two response types
followed a ‘pseudo-threshold’ canard trajectory along the unstable middle section of
the V nullcline. While the Fitzhugh-Nagumo model was able to provide a number
of insights into general aspects of excitable cells, it lacked a number of biologically
relevant properties such as differential time scales for activation and recovery and
rate dependence of the action potential duration. Thus, its use in directly studying
cardiac properties has been limited.
One of the first examples of an ionic model specific to cardiac tissue was created for
ventricular myocytes by Beeler and Reuter [133]. The Beeler-Reuter model included
an inward calcium current, thus expanding the Hodgkin-Huxley model to four ionic
currents and seven state variables. This ionic model was also the first to be expanded
into two dimensions, thereby allowing for the study of tissue-level fibrillatory activity
[134]. In this case, the spatial spread of current was modeled by expanding the
differential equation of voltage to include a diffusion term (Eq. 2.10).
Iion
dVm
=−
+ D∇2 V
dt
Cm
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(2.10)

Figure 2.6: A) Phase diagram of the Fitzhugh-Nagumo model for a = 0.7, b = 0.8,
and c = 3. Dashed lines show the U and V null-clines and solid lines show the systems
responses to stimuli. B) Slight differences in the magnitude of the impulse stimulus
produce either subthreshold or suprathreshold type responses.

Here, D is the diffusion constant and ∇2 is the Laplacian operator in space. This
form of reaction-diffusion equation is often referred to as a cable equation, particularly
when limited to one dimension. Courtemanche used the two dimensional BeelerReuter to demonstrate the break-up of rotors into multiple wavelets as a result of
conduction block in refractory cells [135].
Another ionic model of non-specific ventricular cardiomyocytes was created by
Fenton and Karma [136]. In their model, the number of state variables was reduced
to three, thus allowing for more manageable computation of large-scale simulations.
However, while the intracellular behavior of each cell followed a simplified set of
differential equations, Fenton and Karma modeled the intercellular spread of current
using non-uniform, three-dimensional diffusion (Eq. 2.11).
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dVm
Iion
=−
+ ∇ · D̄∇V
dt
Cm

(2.11)

In this slight variation of Eq. 2.10, D̄ is a 3x3 matrix composed of the diffusion
rates in each direction. This allowed for the incorporation of both tissue width and
anisotropic myocyte orientations into the design of experiments. Using this model,
Fenton and Karma demonstrated that anisotropy in the transmural direction could induce twisting of scroll waves (the three dimensional correlate of rotors) and ultimately
the breakup of organized reentry into multi-wavelet based fibrillation. Anisotropic
diffusion may be further refined to include both intracellular and extracellular compartments in so-called ‘bi-domain’ models (Eq. 2.12) [137]-[140].

M

dVm Iion
+
dt
Cm


= ∇ · D̄E ∇VE + D̄I ∇VI



(2.12)

Here, M is the membrane surface area per unit volume, the subscripts E and I
correspond to extra- and intra-cellular compartments respectively, and VM = VI −VE .
In contrast to the relatively simplistic Fenton-Karma model, a number of ionic
models been designed with the goal of incorporating all known aspects of human
atrial cardiomyocytes. Two of the most striking examples are models by Courtemanche, who included twelve distinct ionic currents based upon 24 state variables
[141], and Nygren, who included eleven ionic currents based upon 29 state variables [142]. Both of these models also incorporate multiple compartments, including
intracellular storage compartments from which calcium is released during cellular
excitation and contraction. However, while the Courtemanche and Nygren models
represent the state-of-the-art in terms of biological realism, their heavy computational
requirements render them largely impractical for tissue-level behavioral studies.
Rather than explicitly simulating ionic currents, Spector and Bates proposed a
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highly approximated model for studying propagation [143]. In this model, intercellular currents are transmitted according to ohm’s law and cells undergo rule-based,
piece-wise linear action potentials when they receive current sufficient to increase their
potential above the threshold voltage (Fig. 2.7). While this model largely glosses over
the specifics of intracellular dynamics, it successively reproduces the effects of electrotonic currents. Thus, even in this simplified model, complex patterns of self-sustaining
activity such as rotors and multi-wavelet reentry may emerge spontaneously. Paired
with its low computational burden, this model is therefore well suited to the study of
fibrillation over relatively long time spans. Using this model, Spector demonstrated
that linear ablation extending from the unexcitable tissue boundary to the central
core of a reentrant circuit was required for elimination of that circuit [144].

Figure 2.7: Side by side comparison of action potentials produced using the (A)
Courtemanche differential-equation model and (B) the Spector linear-piecewise model
of cardiomyocyte excitement.
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Abstract

Background: A key mechanism responsible for Atrial Fibrillation is multi-wavelet
reentry (MWR). We have previously demonstrated improved efficiency of ablation
when lesions were placed in regions of high circuit-density. In this study we undertook a quantitative assessment of the relative impact of ablation on the probability
of MWR termination and the inducibility of MWR, as a function of lesion length and
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circuit-density overlap.
Methods and Results: We used a computational model to simulate MWR in tissues with (and without) localized regions of decreased action potential duration and
increased intercellular resistance. We measured baseline circuit-density and distribution. We then assessed the impact of various ablation lesion sets on the inducibility
and duration of MWR as a function of ablation lesion length and overlap with circuitdensity. Higher circuit-density reproducibly localized to regions of shorter wavelength.
Ablation lines with high circuit-density overlap showed maximum decreases in duration of MWR at lengths equal to the distance from the tissue boundary to the far
side of the high circuit-density region (high overlap: -43.5% [CI, -22.0% to -65.1%]
vs. low overlap: -4.4% [CI, 7.3% to -16.0%]). Further ablation (beyond the length
required to cross the high circuit-density region) provided minimal further reductions
in duration and increased inducibility.
Conclusion: Ablation at sites of high circuit-density most efficiently decreased reentrant duration while minimally increasing inducibility. Ablation lines delivered at
sites of low circuit-density minimally decreased duration yet increased inducibility of
MWR.

3.2

Introduction

Atrial fibrillation (AF), despite its prevalence and clinical and financial impact [1], has
remained difficult to treat either pharmacologically or interventionally [2]. Catheter
ablation is potentially curative, but has demonstrated only modest success in paroxysmal AF and yields relatively poor results when applied to more advanced AF [3],[4].
The reason for this poor performance likely stems from our current lack of knowledge
about how lesions should be placed to maximize their antiarrhythmic effects. Sug-
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gested ablation strategies have been aimed at both the triggers that initiate episodes
of AF [5],[6] and at the substrate responsible for its perpetuation [7]. However, without a detailed mechanistic understanding of how ablation actually terminates AF,
these strategies remain largely guesswork.
While there are many potential mechanisms by which the atria can fibrillate, there
is much data to support a prominent role for multi-wavelet reentry (MWR) [8]-[11].
We have previously demonstrated that MWR is comprised of multiple coexisting,
temporally and spatially dynamic circuits [12]. Termination of MWR requires interruption of each of these circuits, but because they are constantly changing in space
and time, there is no immediately obvious location for an ablation lesion that would
achieve circuit interruption. For this reason, circuit interruption must be viewed as a
probabilistic phenomenon that occurs whenever a wavelet happens to impinge upon a
line of non-conducting tissue, be it an anatomical boundary of the atrium or a lesion
created by catheter ablation. Seen in this way, the goal of ablation then becomes the
placement of lesions so as to maximize the probability of circuit collision.
We have previously demonstrated that the extension of atrial boundaries via ablation can increase the probability of collision, circuit interruption and MWR termination [12]. We have also shown that the efficacy of ablation can be enhanced by
delivering lesions to areas of tissue having high circuit-density [12]. These represent
powerful principles upon which to build an ablation strategy, but they must be constrained by the need to minimize total lesion burden so as to minimize the associated
morbidity. The optimized placement of lesions to treat MWR thus requires a detailed understanding of how MWR initiation and termination are affected by total
lesion length, and by the placement of lesions relative to the regional circuit-density
distribution across the atrial tissue. Gaining this understanding was the goal of the
present study, which we undertook in the precisely controlled virtual environment of
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a computation model of electrophysiology.

3.3

Methods

Computational model of cardiac propagation
In order to explore the interplay between ablation length, overlap with circuit-density,
inducibility and reentrant duration, we required a model of cardiac tissue detailed
enough to exhibit MWR but computationally inexpensive enough to simulate thousands of unique scenarios in a reasonable timeframe. For this purpose, we used
a physics-based cellular automaton which has been described previously [13]. Our
model consists of a two dimensional array of electrically excitable cells (each representing a large group of myocytes) connected via resistive pathways. Each cell generates an action potential (AP) when it receives sufficient current from neighboring
cells and subsequently undergoes a period of refractoriness. The exact characteristics
of each cell’s AP are determined by 1) its programmed baseline parameters (e.g. upstroke velocity, repolarization duration, restitution) and 2) electrotonic current shifts.
Intercellular resistance (ICΩ) is user defined. Action potential duration (APD) was
heterogeneous throughout the tissue; each cell’s value was randomly chosen from a
programmed mean and range. In some experiments we created a tissue patch in which
APD varied about a shorter mean value and inter-cellular resistance was higher than
the remainder of the tissue.

Tissue designs
We created a series of seven tissues (80×80 cells), baseline APD 130±5ms and ICΩ 9
ohms. Some tissues contained a short wavelength patch (created by shortening APD
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and increasing inter-cellular resistance). Patch size, shape, location and APD/ICΩ
were varied (see table 1). Tissues 1-3 varied the minimum distance of the patch from
the outer tissue boundaries while maintaining the same overall patch size, shape and
APD/ICΩ parameters. In tissues 4 and 5 the patch had the same characteristics as
in tissue-1, except the width was increased 2-fold and 3-fold respectively. In tissue-6
the patch was the same as in tissue-1, except with a reduced gradient of APD/ICΩ
relative to the remainder of the tissue (patch: APD 105±5ms, ICΩ 11ohms). Tissue-7
had no patch.

Circuit-density mapping
In each tissue we attempted to induce MWR using high frequency stimulation (0.1kHz
for 1000ms). During successive simulations, stimulation was performed at each of 64
sites (8×8 grid). The cell voltages of the entire tissue were recorded for 10,000ms. We
created a custom algorithm for identifying the density and distribution of circuit cores
during each episode of MWR. At each time step we used an edge finding algorithm
based on the Sobel approximation of spatial derivatives to identify the leading edge
of activation wave-fronts (’edge’ function, MathWorks, Natick MA). The ends of each
leading edge were tracked through time; if the path of a wave-end returned to a
previous position (after at least 50ms) it was considered to have formed the core
of a reentrant circuit. All cells circumscribed by this closed wave-end path were
considered to be within the circuit core. For each cell, the number of times that it
was contained within a circuit core (normalized to the maximum circuit-density in
that tissue, summed over all episodes of MWR) was considered to be that location’s
circuit-density.
We examined the reproducibility of circuit-density distributions by repeating the
above experiment in tissue-1 (heterogeneous tissue parameters) and tissue-7 (homoge57

neous tissue parameters) using two additional sets of starting positions (similar to the
original 8×8 grid of starting positions, but shifted by a single cell). Two dimensional
correlations between resulting distributions for the respective tissues were calculated
using the MATLAB function ‘corr2’:
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(3.1)

Ninety five percent confidence intervals for both tissues were then determined.

Ablation algorithm
Ablations consisted of branching trees of linear scar (unexcitable, electrically disconnected). Lesion sets were generated with a custom randomization algorithm. All
lesions were connected to an outer tissue edge. Lesions were encoded as nodes connected by lines. The first node was positioned adjacent to the tissue (such that all
lines were peninsulas, no structural reentrant circuits could be formed). Subsequent
nodes were positioned at random sites within the tissue. Each node had a “pointer”
that determined which node it was connected to. Nodes had a hierarchy; each node’s
order was determined by the number of line segments that separated that node from
the tissue edge. Lower order nodes could be attached to any higher order node. Multiple lower order nodes could be attached to the same higher order node, but each
node had only one higher order attachment. Nodes (and lines) were added until some
predefined length was reached. Ablation trees that enclosed regions of tissue were
re-randomized to preclude creation of quarantined cells. Figure 3.1 shows an example
of an ablation tree encoding and translation.
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Figure 3.1: Examples of (A) an ablation line encoding and (B) the resulting ablation
pattern. In the encoding, each node is comprised of 1) a pointer describing which
higher-order node it is connected to (a pointer of 0 indicates that a node is attached
to the tissue boundary) and 2) an x, y coordinate describing its position within the
tissue.

Experimental protocols
For each of the seven tissues, we assessed 1) circuit-density and distribution, 2) percent
inducibility of MWR, and 3) average time-to-termination of MWR. Each assessment
was made at baseline (no ablation) and then repeated in the presence of ablation.
We randomly generated 375,000 different ablation trees, from 10 to 150 cells in total
length (in 10 cell increments) with 25,000 trees at each length. Ablation trees were
laid over the baseline circuit-density maps of each tissue and then sorted according
to their average circuit-density overlap (defined as the sum of the normalized circuitdensity values of each cell that was covered by the ablation lesion set divided by the
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total number of ablated cells). All 25,000 ablation trees were sorted according to
their circuit-density overlap and these values were then sorted into deciles. From the
25,000 ablation trees the 10 trees whose circuit-density overlap was closest to each
decile were selected and then applied to each of the tissues.
We evaluated the effect of these ablation trees on the tissue’s ability to support
MWR by burst pacing (0.1kHz for 1000ms) from 20 randomly selected pacing sites.
Percent inducibility of MWR and average time-to-termination (up to 100,000ms, for
all episodes that lasted at least 2,000ms) were assessed. The percentages of successful
induction attempts and the durations of successful reentrant runs were averaged for
each ablation length and for each overlap percentile.
In order to test the impact of ablation position relative to the high circuit-density
patch on time-to-termination we created two homogeneous tissues of 80x80 cells, one
with and one without a high circuit-density patch. In both tissues, a linear ablation
was placed perpendicular to the tissue boundary either close to or remote from the
patch (Fig. 3.2). Burst pacing from a random position (0.1kHz, 1,000ms) was then
carried out to attempt induction of MWR. This was repeated 1,000 times and the
mean duration and inducibility were recorded. Times to termination resulting from
near and far ablation lines were compared using a Student’s t-test for both tissues.
Error bars were based on standard errors of the mean. All of our computations
were performed on the Vermont Advanced Computing Core (University of Vermont).

3.4

Results

Circuit-density distribution
We generated maps of the baseline (pre-ablation) circuit-density/distribution for each
of the seven tissues. In each case, circuits were heterogeneously distributed across
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Figure 3.2: Experimental design for examining the effect of an ablation line’s proximity to a high circuit-density patch on the duration of MWR.

the tissue (Fig. 3.3). In tissue with a short wavelength patch, circuit-density was
always higher in the region of the patch, regardless of the site of induction, and
there was a large gradient in circuit-density between the minimum and maximum
sites. In contrast, in tissues without a short wavelength patch the distribution of
circuits varied, depending upon the site from which pacing/induction occurred, and
the gradient in circuit-density was minimal. We quantified the reproducibility of
circuit distribution by calculating the 2D correlation between repeated maps of the
same tissue when MWR was induced from different pacing sites. In tissue without a
patch the 2D correlation was 0.209 [CI, 0.0550 to 0.3639], while in tissue with a patch
2D the correlation was 0.851 [CI, 0.7830 to 0.9197].

Inducibility of MWR
In the tissue without a short wavelength patch (#7) and the tissue with a low wavelength gradient between the patch and surrounding tissue (#6), there was a steady
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Figure 3.3: Circuit-density maps. Color-bar indicates normalized circuit-density. Because inducibility and time-to-termination varied between tissues not all maps are
based upon the same total duration of MWR.

increase in MWR inducibility as ablation length increased (Fig. 3.4). By contrast, in
the tissues containing a markedly aberrant patch (#1-5), there was a tri-phasic impact of ablation length on inducibility of MWR. First, inducibility markedly increased
during Phase-1 when the ablation line had not become long enough to reach the high
circuit-density region. Inducibility then decreased slightly during Phase-2 when the
ablation line made its way across the high circuit-density region. Finally, inducibility
increased again in Phase-3 as the ablation line moved beyond the high circuit-density
region. Furthermore, there was no significant difference in inducibility between an
ablation in Phase-3 and an equivalent length ablation that did not intersect with the
high circuit-density patch.
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Figure 3.4: Percentages of successful induction attempts as a function of ablation
length. Blue indicates low circuit-density overlap ablation lines; red indicates high
circuit-density overlap ablation lines. Gray bar indicates distance to-and-through
patch (from the tissue edge). Note tri-phasic changes in inducibility for high overlap
lines placed in heterogeneous tissues (1-6).

Ablation efficiency
We define ablation efficiency as the amount by which mean time-to-termination decreases when an additional ablation point is added to an existing ablation line. In the
tissue without a short wavelength patch (#7) and the tissue with a low wavelength
gradient between the patch and surrounding tissue (#6), the duration of MWR decreased approximately linearly with increasing ablation length (Fig. 3.5), and this
relationship was independent of whether or not the ablation lines overlapped with
high circuit densities areas of the tissue. In other words, ablation efficiency was constant. In contrast, in the tissues that had a short wavelength patch (#1-5), MWR
termination time was strongly affected by the degree to which the ablation lines
overlapped with the short wavelength patch. Also, the ablation efficiency varied substantially with ablation length, exhibiting the same 3 phases as seen in Figure 3.4
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with MWR inducibility. Thus, Phase-1 had negative ablation efficiency, Phase-2 had
very high positive efficiency, and Phase-3 had slight positive efficiency (Fig. 3.5).
The end of Phase-2 marked the point of maximum decrease in time-to-termination
(high-overlap: -43.5% [CI, -22.0% to -65.1%] vs. low-overlap: -4.4% [CI, 7.3% to
-16.0%] – percentages are relative to time-to-termination of respective tissue without
ablation).

Figure 3.5: Times to termination of induced episodes of MWR as a function of ablation length. Blue indicates low circuit-density overlap ablation lines and red indicates
high circuit-density overlap ablation lines. Gray bar indicates distance to-and-through
patch (from the tissue edge). Note the tri-phasic changes in time-to-termination for
high overlap lines placed in heterogeneous tissues (1-6).

Proximity to high circuit-density patch
Finally, we examined the impact of ablation line proximity to a high density patch
prior to the line becoming long enough to impinge on the patch itself. Short ablation
lines were placed either at the bottom right or top left of the squares of tissue shown
in Figure 3.2. In the tissue without a short wavelength patch, line location had no
significant impact on time-to-termination (2.23 × 104 ms vs. 2.03 × 104 ms, p = 0.07).
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In contrast, in the tissue that had a short wavelength patch, the line closer to the
patch caused time to MWR termination to increase substantially more than the more
distant line (6.99 × 104 ms vs. 3.45 × 104 ms, p < 0.001).

3.5

Discussion

Successful ablation of atrial fibrillation requires alteration of a tissue’s propensity to
support the initiation and perpetuation of MWR. We found that inducibility, measured as the ability of rapid pacing to produce MWR, varied with tissue properties and
with the presence, extent and location of ablation lines (Figures 3.2-3.5). Perpetuation, measured as mean time-to-termination of MWR, varied depending upon whether
ablation lines predominantly caused wave-annihilation or new wave-formation.

Initiation: ablation lesion placement and inducibility of MWR
In order for pacing to result in MWR, wave-break must occur (otherwise contiguous
concentric activation wave-fronts propagate until they reach a tissue boundary and
then extinguish) [14],[15]. There must also be rotation of the wave’s leading edge and
propagation in a closed continuous path to create a circuit [16]. Any tissue property
that increases the probability of wave-break (and wave-rotation) will increase the
inducibility of MWR.
Source-sink mismatch (where excited tissue has insufficient charge to bring neighboring unexcited tissue to its activation threshold) can provide the conditions for
wave-break and reentry [17]. Source-sink balance is a dynamic feature of tissue,
varying with wave-shape, diastolic intervals and many other emergent physiologic
parameters. The probability that source-sink mismatch (and hence wave-break) will
develop is increased in the presence of regional tissue heterogeneity [10].
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Wave-break itself can produce the necessary conditions for rotation [15],[17]. Once
wave-break has occurred there is a gradient of source-sink balance along the wave’s
leading edge. In the middle of a wave’s leading edge each cell acts as the source for
the tissue directly in front of it. The excited cells at the broken end of the leading
edge (site of wave-break) are the source for the sink cells which lie in front and to
their side (Fig 3.6). This results in slower conduction at the broken end and more
rapid conduction along the leading edge [16].

Figure 3.6: Wave propagation (A) unbroken and (B) broken wave-fronts. White
arrows represent the direction of current flow from source to sink. Unbroken wavefronts have the same conduction velocity at all points (in homogeneous tissue) and
proceed in a straight line. In the event of wave-break, slower conduction velocity at
the wave-end (due to increased sink size) produces rotation and can lead to reentry.

Ablation lines can decrease sink size. As a wave-front travels along an ablation
line, current cannot flow into the ablated cells (which are electrically disconnected),
thus the sink is comprised of the unexcited cells directly in front of the wave’s leading
edge. As a wave, propagating along an ablation line, reaches the end of that line,
there are suddenly cells in front of and to the side of the wave-front where it meets
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the ablation line. The result is an abrupt increase in sink size. Whether or not this
increased sink is sufficient to create wave-break depends upon the source-sink balance
of the un-ablated tissue. Our data suggest that ablation lesions in tissue regions that
have a low propensity for wave-break (pre-ablation) can increase the likelihood of
wave-break and therefore increase inducibility. On the other hand in tissue regions
that, due to their electrophysiologic properties, have a high propensity for wavebreak, delivery of an ablation line can diminish the likelihood of wave-break/circuit
formation and reduce inducibility.

Perpetuation: termination of MWR is a probabilistic phenomenon
Unlike in arrhythmias with fixed anatomic circuits, termination of MWR is a probabilistic phenomenon [12]. MWR is comprised of multiple coexisting circuits; when
all waves are extinguished MWR terminates. The total wave population is determined by 1) the number of new waves formed (e.g. through wave-break) and 2) the
number of waves annihilated (e.g. via core collision with an outer boundary). When
the core of a circuit collides with an outer boundary its circuit is interrupted and
that wave’s reentry ceases [12]. When wave-break occurs in the leading edge of a
wave, new circuits can be formed. Circuits are spatially dynamic in MWR therefore
the likelihood of a collision (and termination/wave-number reduction) is dependent
upon the probability of a core meandering into an outer boundary. If one can increase wave-annihilation without increasing new wave-formation than the probability
of termination can be increased.
We hypothesized that by increasing the total length of the tissue boundary through
the addition of ablation lines contiguous with the outer boundary; we would increase
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the probability of collision events and thus increase the likelihood of MWR termination. We further hypothesized that placing ablation lines in areas of high circuitdensity would increase the probability of core collision and wave-annihilation, and
therefore of MWR termination. Interestingly, while we did find shorter times to termination when ablation lines were placed in high circuit-density regions (Fig 3.5); we
also found that ablation in areas of low circuit-density increased time-to-termination.
This indicates that increasing wave-annihilation is not the only effect that an ablation
line can have on MWR.
As discussed above, ablation lines can increase the propensity for wave-break and
thus new circuit formation, as may occur when the leading edge of a wave-front
interacts with the end of an ablation line. The impact of an ablation line on the
probability of MWR termination is thus dependent upon whether the line is more
likely to interact with the leading edge of an existing wave to produce a new wave, or
to interrupt the core of a circuit and annihilate an existing wave. In heterogeneous
tissue, cores are, by definition, more likely to be found in the high circuit-density areas.
Accordingly, ablation lesions placed in high circuit-density areas are more likely to
meet moving cores and thus terminate their corresponding waves, which explains the
increased efficiency of lesions placed in high circuit-density areas (Fig 3.5). However,
the leading edges of the waves that rotate around these cores move outward, and
thus tend to propagate away from the high circuit-density areas, and so may interact
with ablation lines placed in low circuit-density areas to generate new waves. This
explains the negative ablation efficiency of lines placed in low circuit-density regions
of tissue.
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Tissue properties, circuit distribution and map utility
As described above, tissue properties determine (in a probabilistic fashion) the distribution of circuit cores. If tissue properties are homogeneous, then over time any tissue
location has an equal probability of containing a core. This has two consequences 1)
the circuit distribution over one time period may not be the same as the distribution
over some future time period and 2) there is no site at which one can expect that an
ablation line is more likely (on average) to interact with a core than any other site.
In contrast, if there is regional heterogeneity of tissue physiology, circuit cores have a
higher probability of existing in certain regions (e.g. short wavelength patches). Under these circumstances 1) there is a higher likelihood that the circuit distribution will
remain the same over time and 2) one can therefore place an ablation lesion in a site
that has a higher probability of resulting in core collisions. Thus circuit-density mapping can usefully be employed for determining optimal lesion placement when there
is regional heterogeneity of tissue physiology. As regional heterogeneity is reduced
circuit distribution becomes less reproducible. This means that a circuit-density map
will be less predictive of future circuit distribution and therefore be of less value as a
guide to ablation placement.
In the clinical setting it is not easy to directly measure many of the tissue properties that influence wavelength (e.g. action potential duration, source-sink mismatch).
However, the distribution of tissue properties determines where circuit cores tend
to be, therefore by measuring circuit distribution we are indirectly identifying tissue
properties. The identification of high circuit-density regions allows us to determine
where to place ablation lines so as to 1) maximize wave-annihilation and 2) minimize wave-break thereby minimizing inducibility and maximizing the probability of
termination.
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Clinical correlation
In this and prior studies we have proposed that termination of MWR requires circuit
interruption via core collision with an outer boundary [12]. Linear ablation connected
to a tissue edge increases the probability of such a collision; focal ablation does not
directly cause circuit transection and does create the substrate for a new structural
circuit. Despite this focal ablation has been successfully employed to target reentry (rotors) in clinical practice [18],[19]. These seemingly incompatible perspectives
may both be correct. A study from Trayanova demonstrated that rotors within a
patch containing distributed discontinuities can generate fractionated electrograms
[20]. When focal ablation was delivered to this region rotors were not directly terminated but rather they were more likely to meander out of the patch and annihilate
when colliding with a tissue boundary [20].

Limitations
The work described in this study was performed entirely in a computational model
of electrical propagation. Ultimate biological confirmation is essential, of course, and
remains pending. Nevertheless, it would be practically impossible to address the
questions of the present study in the detail we have achieved using anything other
than a computational model because of the thousands of iterations required to obtain
statistically reliable estimates of quantities such as ablation efficiency and probability
of termination as a function of ablation line length. Our results thus establish the
principles upon which optimal ablation strategies can be designed. With a map of
circuit distribution in a given patient, one can predict the impact of a particular lesion
set on the inducibility and sustainability of MWR before delivering a single lesion.
Tissue geometry significantly influences source-sink balance and the specific be-
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havior of the human atria will be intimately related to its geometry (size, shape,
boundary locations, and discontinuities). Our studies were performed in a very abstract domain: flat 2-dimensional sheets of tissue. As such they demonstrate the
general principles of wave dynamics and their response to ablation but do not reveal
specific details that can be anticipated in human atria.
Our study focused exclusively on MWR, thus our results do not apply to AF that
results from focal drivers with fibrillatory conduction.

3.6

Conclusions

We have shown that short wavelength tissue patches reproducibly give rise to increased circuit-density during MWR. We have further shown that ablation at sites
of high circuit-density is most effective at decreasing the time-to-termination while
minimally increasing the inducibility of MWR. Importantly, ablation lines delivered
at sites of low circuit-density do little to decrease time-to-termination and increase
inducibility of MWR. We conclude that circuit-density maps provide a means to determine the most effective and efficient distribution of ablation lesions for treatment
of AF.
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4.1

Abstract

The goal of this study was to determine quantitative relationships between electrophysiologic parameters and the propensity of cardiac tissue to undergo atrial fibrillation. We used a computational model to simulate episodes of fibrillation, which we
then characterized in terms of both their duration and the population dynamics of
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the electrical waves which drove them. Monte Carlo sampling revealed that episode
durations followed an exponential decay distribution and wave population sizes followed a normal distribution. Half-lives of reentrant episodes increased exponentially
with either increasing tissue area to boundary length ratio (A/BL) or decreasing action potential duration (AP D), resistance (R) or capacitance (C). We found that the
qualitative form of fibrillatory activity (e.g., multi-wavelet reentry (MWR) vs. rotors)
was dependent on the ratio of resistance and capacitance to APD; MWR was reliably
produced below a ratio of 0.18. We found that a composite of these electrophysiologic parameters, which we term the fibrillogenicity index (Fb=A/(BL*APD*R*C)),
reliably predicted the duration of MWR episodes (r2 = 0.93). Given that some of
the quantities comprising Fb are amenable to manipulation (via either pharmacologic treatment or catheter ablation), these findings provide a theoretical basis for
the development of titrated therapies of atrial fibrillation.

4.2

Introduction

Atrial fibrillation (AF) is the most prevalent cardiac arrhythmia in the United States,
affecting an estimated 2.66 million adults as of 2010 [1],[2]. Unfortunately, despite the
magnitude of its impact on the healthcare system [3], current treatments have proven
inadequate, particularly in patients with longer lasting AF [4]-[6]. At least in part,
this is due to our inability to tailor therapies to the specific electrical abnormalities
of individual patients’ hearts. Instead, the severity of AF is categorized in a binary
fashion based upon whether episodes of AF last less than or greater than 7 days
[7], and ablation strategy is selected based upon this classification (i.e. pulmonary
vein encircling alone vs. encircling plus additional atrial ablation) [4],[8]. Because the
duration of AF episodes reflects the degree of electrical derangement in the heart, and
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this property exists along a continuum [9], it is therefore not surprising that basing
therapy on a binary system often leads to unsatisfactory results.
It seems reasonable to suppose that better outcomes could be achieved by basing therapy on a more comprehensive assessment of atrial electrophysiology which
accounts for the unique characteristics of individual patients’ hearts. Indeed, the
relationship between atrial properties and the propensity to fibrillate has long been
a subject of intense investigation. As early as 1912, investigators recognized that
a “critical mass” of tissue is required to support fibrillation [10]-[12]. In addition,
it has long been appreciated that shortened refractory period and slowed conduction velocity are pro-fibrillatory [13]-[15]. Nevertheless, the precise manner in which
these factors determine the atria’s propensity to fibrillate remains poorly understood,
and thus the degree to which they should be manipulated in the treatment of AF is
unclear.
Accordingly, the purpose of this study was to quantify how electrophysiologic parameters determine the propensity of atrial tissue to support fibrillation. We pursued
this goal with the aid of a previously described computational model which allowed
us to study the behavior of multi-wavelet reentry (MWR), a chaotic propagation pattern which has long been considered one of the key mechanisms of AF [16]-[18]. In a
previous paper, we introduced the idea of viewing MWR from a population dynamics
perspective [19]. The wave population varies as a function of wave births and deaths
and MWR terminates when the population reaches zero. We hypothesized that while
the destinies of individual waves cannot be easily anticipated, the effect of parameter
changes (e.g., changes in area, boundary length and wavelength) on average wave behavior (i.e. AF duration) can be quantitatively predicted. Further, we propose that
changes to these parameters are pro- or anti-fibrillatory based upon their relative
impact on the probabilities of wave births and deaths.
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4.3

Methods

We performed a series of numerical experiments with a previously described computational model of cardiac electrical propagation [12],[19],[20]. Model code was written
in C++ and simulations were run on the Vermont Advanced Computing Core (see
www.uvm.edu/ vacc/ for specifications). The model consists of a rectangular grid of
excitable “cells” (each representing a roughly 1 mm2 group of cells) having a combined area of A and an outside boundary length of BL. The cells are connected
to each other by electrically conducting pathways of resistance R via von Neumann
neighborhoods (up, down, right and left). Because relative rather than absolute voltages guide the model’s behavior, each cell had a voltage which varied on a continuous
scale between a minimum, Vmin = 0, representing the resting or polarized state, and a
maximum, Vmax = 1, representing the fully depolarized state. Pairs of connected cells
exchange charge at a rate determined by their voltage differences and R. The accumulated charge in a cell determines its voltage in inverse proportion to its capacitance
C. When the voltage of a cell reaches a set threshold Vmin < Vthresh < Vmax that cell’s
voltage ascends rapidly to Vmax , and is then refractory for the duration of the action
potential, AP D. In this way, the depolarization of one cell spreads to its neighbors
to generate a propagating action potential. The model time step was scaled relative
to the length of typical action potentials such that it represented approximately 1ms.
A degree of heterogeneity was also introduced by randomizing cellular APDs around
mean values using a uniform distribution of ±10ms.
Reentrant activity was initiated in the model via high-frequency burst pacing
(100Hz for 1s) from a virtual electrode placed over a randomly chosen cell. Due to
the chaotic nature of MWR, even small changes in the position from which reentry was
induced could result in large differences in the state of the model’s activity at a given
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time step; thus, induction from each electrode location produced a unique episode
of MWR. The qualitative nature of reentry depended on the values of the model
parameters. Reentrant patterns were visually categorized by an observer blinded to
the model parameters into four distinct groups: pure MWR, MWR with occasional
rotor formation, rotors with occasional bouts of MWR, or rotors only (see Video S4.1
for representative examples of these reentrant phenotypes).
At each time step, we located all those cells which had become depolarized within
the previous 10ms and defined the individual waves existing at that point in time to be
the distinct groups of contiguous depolarized cells (Fig. 4.1); this allowed us to track
the wave population through time. Figure 4.2 shows two representative examples of
wave population versus time.

Figure 4.1: Wave Identification Algorithm. A) An example of MWR in the computational model, B) The cells that became depolarized within the previous 10ms
(shown in white), C) The eight distinct groups of contiguous depolarized cells which
constitute the individual waves.

We generated three series of rectangular virtual tissues in each of which a single
parameter was varied (A/BL, AP D and RC as shown in Table 4.1). Tissue sizes
in our model typically ranged between 2,500 and 10,000 cells. This range allows for
between 5 and 50 waves to coexist on a tissue depending on that tissue’s properties.
This range of wave to chamber size ratios encompasses that found in mapping studies
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Figure 4.2: Wave Population Time Series. Examples of wave population time series
for short (A) and long (B) wavelength tissues. The mean wave population for the
short wavelength tissue (16.6 waves) was substantially lower than that of the long
wavelength tissue (10.1 waves). At approximately 750ms, the wave population in the
long wavelength tissue drops to zero and reentry terminates.

of multi-wavelet reentry in humans [21],[22].
We used a Monte-Carlo approach to determine how both the duration and population dynamics of MWR were affected by the values of these key parameters. In
each tissue, we initiated 500 unique episodes of MWR and recorded the durations of
each episode up to a maximum of 10,000s or until spontaneous termination occurred.
We generated histograms by binning episodes according to their duration to produce
Tissue Series

A/BL

AP D

RC

#1 (Varying A/BL)

12.5 to 25mm

80ms

10ms

#2 (Varying APD)

20mm

50 to 100ms

10ms

#3 (Varying RC)

20mm

880ms

8 to 16ms

#4 (Randomized)

12.5 to 25mm

30 to 150ms

8 to 16ms

Table 4.1: Tissue Parameter Ranges. Ranges of model parameter values used in the
virtual tissue experiments.
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probability distributions of episode length. Runs which failed to initiate reentry or
lasted the maximum duration were excluded. In those same tissues, we initiated an
additional 10 episodes of reentry in which we recorded the activation patterns of each
cell for up to a maximum of 10s or until spontaneous termination occurred; these
activation patterns were used to calculate the wave population at each time step.
Since approximately 2s worth of model time could be produced in 1s of real computing time, individual simulation durations ranged between 1s and 1.5hrs depending on
the tissue’s propensity to fibrillate. We generated histograms by binning time steps
according to their population level.
We also tested the interaction between multiple simultaneous parameter changes.
We generated one hundred additional virtual tissues with randomized properties (Table 4.1). In each of these tissues we initiated 500 unique episodes of MWR, and
recorded the duration of each episode for up to 10,000s or until spontaneous termination occurred.

4.4

Results

Semi-logarithmic histograms of the number of MWR episodes as a function of duration
were well fit by linear regression (Fig. 4.3), indicating that the number of episodes to
last a given duration followed an exponentially decaying distribution. It was therefore
possible to calculate the half-life of reentry (t1/2 , the amount of time required for half
of initiated episodes to terminate) from the slope of these regressions, λ, (Eq. 4.1).

t1/2 =

ln (2)
λ

(4.1)

Normalized histograms of the amount of time spent at a given population level
(expressed as relative probability) revealed that the probability of a given number of
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Figure 4.3: Episode Duration Distributions. Example semi-logarithmic plots demonstrating the exponentially decaying number of MWR episodes to last a given duration.
Short wavelength tissue (A) had a shallow slope and resulted in a longer half-life (approximately 26 minutes). Long wavelength tissue (B) had a steep slope and resulted
in a shorter half-life (approximately 7 seconds).

waves was normally distributed around the mean wave population (mean r2 = 0.94
over ±2σ from the mean population - Fig. 4.4).
The probability that a population of waves will increase (red) or decrease (blue)
in number at the next time step is a function of population size (Fig. 4.5). When
the current population number falls below the mean, the probability that the number
of waves will increase at the next time step is increased, and visa-versa. When the
population number equals the mean there is an equal probability of having an increase
and a decrease in the number of waves at the next time step. The population variance
is inversely related to the rate at which these probabilities diverge from one another.
The jaggedness of the plots near the highest and lowest populations is due to smaller
sample sizes at the population extremes (i.e. fewer naturally occurring instances of
these numbers of waves).
Half-life increased exponentially with either increasing A/BL or decreasing AP D
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Figure 4.4: Wave Population Distributions. Probability distributions of the percentage of time spent at each individual wave population for short (A) and long (B)
wavelength tissues (red line - normal distribution).

or RC (Fig. 4.6, A-C). These exponential relationships broke down when the ratio
of RC/AP D reached approximately 0.15-0.20. We were unable to generate values of
t1/2 for AP D values below 60ms due to computational limitations (all episodes lasted
until the maximum allowed time, 10,000s).
Mean wave population increased linearly with increasing A/BL and decreased
linearly with increasing AP D and RC (Fig. 4.6, D-F). Changes in variance ran
largely parallel to changes in population mean for both A/BL and AP D but had a
positive dependence on RC, increasing until RC/AP D reached approximately 0.150.2 and decreasing at higher values. We were unable to generate meaningful data
for A/BL values below 13.75 due to the short durations of MWR. We calculated
the probability of reaching a zero wave population according to Equation 4.2 (the
cumulative probability below zero of a normal distribution function).

P(population≤0)

1
= √
σ 2π
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Z

0

−∞

2
2
e−(x−µ) (2σ ) dx

(4.2)

Figure 4.5: Population Dynamics Probabilities. Representative examples: probabilities of increases or decreases in population as a function of current number of waves.
(A) short and (B) long wavelength tissues.

Here, µ is the population mean and σ is the standard deviation of the population’s variability. We approximated the expected duration of reentry as the inverse
of these cumulative probabilities. For example, if there is a twenty percent chance
of termination per second, on average we expect reentry to last 5 seconds. Just as
with the dependency of t1/2 on these parameters, increases in expected duration were
found with increasing A/BL, decreasing AP D, and decreasing RC (Fig. 4.6, G-I
). Similar breakdowns in the linearity of these dependencies were seen at ratios of
RC/AP D of 0.15-0.20. We composed a metric for a tissue’s propensity to fibrillate
that incorporates the effects of what we considered to be the three most relevant
parameters (A/BL, AP D, and RC) on MWR episode duration. We term this metric
the fibrillogenicity index and define it as

Fb =

A
BL ∗ AP D ∗ RC
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(4.3)

There was a clear exponential relationship between t1/2 and F b, but an r2 correlation value of only 0.42 (Fig. 4.7A). We noticed that the majority of outlying
points were exhibiting non-MWR type of behavior. After limiting our plot to tissues

displaying only MWR the correlation between log t1/2 and F b was much greater
(r2 = 0.82, Fig. 4.7B). We calculated the ratio of RC/AP D for tissues in each of the
four behavior categories (Fig. 4.8). An analysis-of-variance revealed a statistically
significant (p  0.001) difference in this value between groups, suggesting a method
for predicting the behavior-type of a tissue based solely on the ratio of RC/AP D. A
receiver-operator curve analysis showed that a RC/AP D cutoff of 0.18 resulted in a
sensitivity of 91.4% with a false positive rate of only 5.7%. Using this cutoff value, we

re-plotted log t1/2 as a function of F b and found that the r2 correlation coefficient
improved to 0.93 (Fig. 4.7C).

4.5

Discussion

Multi-wavelet reentry can at times appear to be an incomprehensible writhing mass
of waves that fuse, divide, and annihilate across the atria in an apparently random
fashion. Due to the complex, non-linear dynamics of propagation, it is extremely difficult to predict the long-term destiny of individual waves. However, by analyzing the
system’s bulk characteristics rather than the evolving states of each specific wave, we
have demonstrated that the ensemble behavior (i.e. MWR duration) can be predicted
with a remarkable degree of accuracy. Knowledge of the statistics of wave population
dynamics provides the link between atrial properties (size, shape and wavelength) and
the duration of MWR episodes. By understanding how and why changes in parameters affect statistical metrics such as population mean and variance, we can predict
how those same changes will ultimately alter episode duration.
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Population dynamics
Changes in wave population result from transient imbalances between wave formation events such as division, and wave reduction events such as fusion or annihilation.
These life cycle events are the consequence of specific interactions between waves
and their environment: division results from wave-front/wave-tail interactions, fusion results from wave-front/wave-front interactions, and annihilation results from
wave-front/boundary interactions. The balance of these processes determines the
population mean. The extent to which deviations in the number of waves alter this
balance determines how avidly the population returns to the mean. While a reduction
in the wave population increases the probability of wave division there is a non-zero
probability that the population will continue to decrease and ultimately result in a
zero wave population (MWR termination). Lower mean number of waves (which
requires fewer sequential reduction events) and higher variance (which reduces the
tendency to return to the mean) both result in a higher probability of reaching zero
population and termination.

Tissue properties, wave population and MWR duration
By influencing the relative probabilities of wave division, fusion and annihilation, tissue properties determine the duration of MWR episodes. Increasing the ratio of tissue
area to boundary length (A/BL) decreases the rate of wave annihilation relative to
wave fusion and division and thus increases both mean number of waves and MWR
duration. Increasing AP D increases wavelength and therefore the area encompassed
by individual waves. This preferentially increases the likelihood of annihilation and
fusion and leads to a decrease in both the mean number of waves and MWR duration. As RC increases wavelength decreases but there is a concomitant increase
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in the excitable gap between waves. The combined effect is to gradually decrease
mean number of waves and increase population variance, and ultimately leads to a
decrease in MWR duration. Sufficient increase in the excitable gap reduces wave-wave
interactions and allows for the formation of stable rotors.
The qualitative relationship between a tissue’s properties (area, boundary length
and wavelength) and its capacity to maintain fibrillation has been studied in both
animal models and humans. Garrey was the first to formulate the ‘mass hypothesis’,
demonstrating that the duration of fibrillation correlated with tissue area and width
(no measurements of wavelength or refractoriness were performed) [11]. Subsequently
the role of wavelength (as well as tissue size) was shown to correlate with AF duration
in animal models [23],[24] and in humans [25]. While it has long been recognized that
increases in A/BL or decreases in AP D will result in increased duration of multiwavelet reentry [17],[24],[25], this study presents the first quantitative analysis of these
dependencies (e.g., linear vs. exponential, etc.).
The fibrillogenicity index captures the balance between the two major forces which
affect wave population dynamics: the size and shape of the tissue in which MWR
exists (as determined by A/BL), and the size and shape of the waves themselves (as
determined by AP D and RC). So long as these opposing forces are scaled together,
the absolute values of individual parameters are inconsequential. As an important
caveat, our probabilistic formulation for predicting the duration of MWR is dependent
upon individual waves having a non-zero probability of interacting with other waves
or with tissue boundaries. Accordingly, we found that as pure MWR transitions to
include spatially stable rotors, the fibrillogenicity index becomes less predictive of
episode duration.
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Application of the fibrillogenicity index to therapy
Perhaps the most promising aspect of the fibrillogenicity index is its potential application in treatment strategies. A common approach in deciding which lesion set to
apply is to classify patients as having either paroxysmal (< 7 days) or persistent (≥ 7
days) AF [7]. Ablation is typically limited to pulmonary vein encirclement and isolation in paroxysmal AF, whereas patients with persistent AF are felt to require further
atrial substrate modification (such as roof and isthmus lines or ablation of complex
fractionated atrial electrograms (CFAE) [4],[8]). While this binary approach can be
effective in patients whose AF durations are less than a few months, cure rates are
50% or lower in patients with longer lasting AF [6]. Obviously, standard treatment
protocols are inadequate within this population. Regardless of which strategy one
chooses for deciding where to ablate, a method is required for determining how much
to ablate. In other words, if more extensive ablation is called for, by what degree
should it be increased?
Optimization of any approach to targeted ablation will require a titration method
for determining the extent of lesions necessary at driver sites. The fibrillogenicity
index has been designed to provide just such guidance, and thus offers a potentially
useful compliment to any map-guided ablation strategy.

Limitations
As in any purely in silico experiment, the generalizability of our results remains
limited and these findings will require validation in a biologic system, ultimately humans. None the less, computational modeling does offer some unique and powerful
advantages over biologic experimental preparations. Only through the use of a computational model was it possible to explicitly isolate and manipulate each variable
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independently. Furthermore, the Monte-Carlo approach we made use of in characterizing probability distributions of MWR episode durations relied on collecting data
from a large number of reentrant episodes. This type of high volume data collection
is not possible in the clinical arena. Even within the computational arena however,
we restricted our analysis to highly idealized instances of atrial substrate (two dimensional rectangular tissues with homogeneously distributed cell properties). Future
extension of the fibrillogenicity index must account for the complex geometries, regional heterogeneities and anisotropy found in human hearts.
Our probabilistic formulation of wave population dynamics applies only to situations in which the positions of reentrant circuits change chaotically. However, as
intercellular resistance and action potential duration are altered to produce a shortened propagation wavelength and a smaller radius of curvature, multi-wavelet reentry
resolves gradually into a more spatially stable, rotor-driven, form of reentry. The
phenotype of reentrant behavior is dependent on the ratio of RC/AP D. As with the
magnitudes of other parameters presented in this study, a direct mapping to the biological realm would be inappropriate. Instead, it is the way in which a relative change
in these parameters affects the ultimate behavior of the tissue which is of interest.
For example, any decrease in AP D increases not only the duration of reentry, but
also the likelihood of rotor-driven reentrant forms.
We have not explicitly addressed the impact of remodeling in our simulations. It
has been demonstrated that progressive changes to ion channel expression and development of interstitial fibrosis can increase AF burden [26]. For example, coupling
between myocytes and fibroblasts/myofibroblasts has been shown to alter APD, resting membrane potential, and conduction velocity [27],[28], and can ultimately lead to
an increase in tissue’s propensity to fibrillate [29]. Remodeling effectively describes
the movement through parameter space that results from feedback between behaviors
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(AF itself) and parameters (e.g. resistance, capacitance, AP D). By focusing only
on the steady state situation we have defined the mapping between model parameters and behavior (i.e. F b). Thus with the fibrillogenicity index we can predict the
impact, though not the dynamics, of remodeling.
The fibrillogenicity index is calculated from parameters that we have complete
knowledge of in the computational environment but which are difficult to measure
in the clinical setting. Though it is relatively straightforward to gather information
regarding the size and shape of a patient’s atria (e.g. via CT scan or electro-anatomic
mapping), measurements of AP D, resistance and capacitance cannot easily be obtained. We have previously demonstrated that electrogram frequency (when acquired
using electrodes with high spatial resolution) correlates well with tissue wavelength
and may therefore offer a practical, measurable alternative for calculating the fibrillogenicity index.

4.6

Conclusions

We report a mechanistic, population dynamics based framework for understanding
multi-wavelet reentry using a computational model of propagation. During MWR,
the number of waves which coexist on a given tissue follows a normal distribution,
the mean and variance of which can be used to calculate the probability of spontaneous termination. Three key parameters influence the duration of reentrant episodes:
tissue size and shape, action potential duration, and resistance and capacitance. Increases in the tissue-area to boundary-length ratio, or decreases in AP D or RC resulted in exponential increases in the duration of MWR episodes. We demonstrated
that the phenotype of reentrant behavior (MWR vs. spatially stable rotors) is dependent upon the ratio of RC/AP D; below a ratio of 0.18 reentry reliably fits into the
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category of pure MWR. Finally, we have defined a metric for quantifying a tissue’s
propensity to fibrillate. The fibrillogenicity index is derived from a tissue’s properties
and accurately predicted MWR half-life over a wide range or durations (1s to 6hrs,
r2 = 0.93). We believe that the fibrillogenicity index provides a foundation upon
which patient-specific treatment protocols for AF can be built.
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Figure 4.6: Parameter Dependencies of MWR Behavior. A-C: Semi-log plots of MWR
half-life as a function of A/BL (A), AP D (B), and RC (C). D-F: The mean number
of waves per time step (shown in blue) and population variance (shown in red) as
functions of A/BL (D), AP D (E), and RC (F). G-I: Semi-log plots of the expected
duration of reentry (calculated from the population mean and variance) as a function
of A/BL (G), AP D (H), and RC (I). Note the similar parameter dependencies of
MWR half-life and expected duration.
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Figure 4.7: Utility of the Fibrillogenicity Index. The logarithm of the MWR halflives as a function of the fibrillogenicity index. For all randomly generated tissues,
the fit is poor (A). Limiting the analysis to tissues displaying only MWR results in a
substantially improved correlation coefficient (B). Using an RC/AP D cutoff of 0.18
to identify likely MWR episodes further improves correlation coefficient (C).

Figure 4.8: Parameter Dependency of Reentrant Behavior. Violin plot showing the
distribution of RC/AP D ratios for the four different categories of reentrant behavior.
Violin width corresponds to relative sample density.
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4.7

Supplemental Materials

Supplemental Video S4.1: Categories of Reentry. In this video, we present examples
from four different positions along the spectrum of reentrant behavior: 1) pure MWR,
2) MWR with occasional rotor formation, 3) rotors with occasional bouts of MWR,
and 4) stable rotors.
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Optimization of Ablation for
Multi-Wavelet Reentry: Predicting
the Required Amount, Location
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5.1

Abstract

Background: Treatment of multi-wavelet reentry (MWR) remains difficult. We previously developed a metric, the fibrillogenicity index (F b), to assess the propensity
of homogeneous, two dimensional tissues to support MWR. In the present study we
demonstrate a method by which F b can be generalized to heterogeneous tissues, and
validate an algorithm for prospective, tissue-specific optimization of ablation to re-
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duce MWR burden.
Methods and Results: We used a computational model to simulate and measure the
duration of MWR in tissues with heterogeneously distributed action potential durations (AP D) and then assessed the relative efficacy of a variety of ablation strategies
for reducing tissues’ ability to support MWR. We then derived and tested a strategy
in which multiple linear lesions partially divided a fibrillogenic tissue into functionally equivalent subsections. The composite AP D of heterogeneous tissue was well
approximated by an inverse sum of cellular action potential durations (R2 = 0.82).
Linear ablation more efficiently reduced MWR duration than branching ablation patterns, and optimally reduced disease burden when positioned at a tissue’s functional
(rather than geometric) center. The duration of MWR after application of prospective, individually optimized ablation sets fell within 4.4% [95% CI, 3% to 5.8%] of
the predicted target.
Conclusion: We believe that this study presents a novel approach for 1) quantifying the extent of a tissue’s electrical derangement, 2) prospectively determining the
amount of ablation required to minimize the burden of MWR and 3) predicting the
most efficient distribution of these ablation lesions in tissues refractory to standard
ablation strategies.

5.2

Introduction

Atrial fibrillation (AF) is the most common cardiac arrhythmia in the United States,
affecting an estimated 2.66 million people as of 2010 [1],[2]. However, despite the
high prevalence of this disease and the heavy socio-economic burden associated with
it [3],[4], treatment options remain limited [5],[6], especially in comparison with other
reentrant arrhythmias [7]-[9]. Of the available treatment options, catheter-based ab-
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lation has proven to be the most reliable method for the permanent elimination of
AF [10]-[12]. Nonetheless, while a standard anatomically-based set of ablation lesions
(i.e. pulmonary vein encircling/isolation) has been shown to be effective in patients
with low disease burden [13]-[15], there remains dispute over the best ‘next step’ in
treatment of patients with more severe disease [16]-[19]. An approach that seems
logical and that has attracted significant attention recently is the delivery of focal
lesions to tissue regions believed to host drivers of AF. Indeed, the initial successes of
techniques such as complex fractionated atrial electrogram (CFAE) ablation [20]-[22]
and focal impulse and rotor modulation (FIRM) [23]-[25] have generated significant
excitement in the AF community. Unfortunately, further study of these methods has
yielded only mixed results [26]-[29], and there is reason to suspect that focal lesions
may actually increase the incidence of atrial tachycardia by providing the substrate
for structural reentry [21]. Unlike focal ablation, linear ablation that connects to the
non-conducting boundaries of the atria does not produce the substrate for structural
reentry[30].
We have previously demonstrated that MWR (one of the main drivers of AF [31][35]) terminates only when all circuit cores collide with the tissue boundary [30],[36]
and that the average duration of MWR episodes correlates with the probability of
such collisions [37]. We also developed a metric, the fibrillogenicity index (Fb) [38],
to assess the propensity of a tissue to support MWR through the quantification of
features that determine the probability of these core-boundary collisions. Lines of
ablation provide additional boundary against which circuits can collide, and can thus
partially reduce a tissue’s fibrillatory burden [37]. However, the degree of electrical
derangement in patients with AF exists along a continuum [38],[39], and a given
lesion set may not have the same effect in patients suffering from differing burdens of
disease. Determining the amount of ablation required to eliminate MWR in a specific
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patient is a crucial question because ablation comes at a cost; the benefits of decreased
fibrillatory burden must be balanced against the morbidity of increased lesion load.
In the present study we demonstrate a method by which the fibrillogenicity index can
be generalized to predict the propensity of heterogeneous tissues to support MWR
and validate an algorithm for prospective, tissue-specific optimization of ablation to
reduce MWR burden.

5.3

Methods

Computational model
In the following experiments we made use of a previously described computational
model of electrical propagation in cardiac tissue [30],[36],[37]. This combines a diffusion model of electrotonic current spread with a rule based cellular automaton model
of cardiomyocyte excitation. Briefly, cells (each representing approximately 1mm2
of cardiac tissue) undergo action potentials when they receive current sufficient to
perturb their potential from rest (Vrest ) to above a defined threshold (Vthresh ). Action potentials cause the cell voltage to increase towards peak potential (Vpeak ) after
which it gradually returns to Vrest over a period of time, the action potential duration
(AP D), during which it is refractory to new stimuli. Cells transmit current to their
adjacent neighbors, increasing the voltage of each neighbor with a time constant equal
to the product of the cell-cell ohmic resistance (R) and the electric charge capacitance
of the neighboring cell (C). The number and arrangement of the cells in the model,
as well as the parameter values for each cell, can be set so as to allow the simulated
tissue to support various patterns of electrical excitation. In this study we designed
the simulated tissues such that they were capable of supporting MWR (as opposed
to stable focal rotors) by limiting the ratio of RC and AP D below a value of 0.1838.
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Episodes of MWR were induced by high frequency (100Hz) burst pacing from a virtual electrode positioned randomly over the tissue surface. The model simulations
were run on the Vermont Advanced Computing Core (www.uvm.edu/ vacc/).

Fibrillogenicity index
The fibrillogenicity index is a parameter-based metric of electrical derangement that
is highly correlated with MWR episode duration and is calculated according to the
equation

Fb =

A
BL ∗ RC ∗ AP D

(5.1)

Here, A is the tissue area and BL is the length of the unexcitable tissue boundary.
The fibrillogenicity index therefore quantifies the ratio of area vs. boundary length
and tissue wave length. In each of one hundred simulated rectangular tissues with
randomized, homogeneous tissue properties (AP D = 50-200ms, RC = 8-14ms, A =
2,500-10,000mm2 , BL = 200-400mm) we measured the mean duration of 500 unique
episodes of MWR. We developed a standard curve relating F b to the mean duration of
MWR by fitting this data with a quadratic regression and calculating the coefficient
of determination.

Effective fibrillogenicity index
To test the impact of heterogeneous tissue properties on the duration of MWR, we
created a series of simulated square tissues (100 × 100mm) with distinct regions of
long (AP DL = 125ms) and short APD (AP DS , varied in separate tissues between
85ms to 115ms in increments of 10ms), and varied the relative areas of these regions.
In each tissue we induced 500 instances of MWR and measured the episode durations.
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Mean duration and standard error of the mean (SEM) were calculated for each tissue
as a function of the percentage of tissue at AP DS .
For tissues with multiple patches of differing AP D we calculated an effective AP D
for the tissue as a whole, AP DE . This is calculated as the inverse of the sum of the
component durations each weighted by their respective areas on the tissue. That is,

AP DE =

N
X

"
Ai

i=1

N
X
i=1

Ai
AP Di

#−1
(5.2)

Here, Ai and AP Di are the area and AP D, respectively, of the ith of N distinct
tissue regions. Insertion of Eq. 5.2 into Eq. 5.1 gives the effective fibrillogenicity
index, F bE , that we used to predict the duration of MWR episodes in heterogeneous
tissues. That is,

F bE =

A
BL ∗ RC ∗ AP DE

(5.3)

Impact of ablation lesion distribution
In order to assess the relative efficacy of various lesion distributions (Fig. 5.1), we
measured the impact on MWR duration of a fixed total lesion length distributed as
one line, two lines, a square lesion that reduced tissue area or a branched lesion. The
tested tissue had a homogeneous distributions of properties (150 × 60mm , AP D =
75ms, RC = 11ms). We studied total lesion lengths from 0 to 100mm (in increments
of 2mm). In each case lesions were connected to the external boundary. The mean
duration and SEM of 500 unique episodes of MWR was determined as a function of
the quantity of ablation (i.e. the total number of cells ablated).
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Figure 5.1: Examples of the four lesion patterns tested: A) a single linear lesion at
the center of the tissue’s long axis, B) two linear lesions positioned at one third and
two thirds along the tissue’s long axis, C) a square lesion set, and D) a branching
lesion set. Direct comparison was only made between lesion patterns of equal total
ablation quantity.

Wave vs. lesion interactions
We hypothesized that the spatial configuration of ablation impacted the potential for
collisions between circuit cores and lesions. To test this, we examined the number of
waves (mean and SEM) that passed over each cell in the tissue (150 × 60mm, AP D =
70ms, RC = 10ms) during 10 seconds of MWR (n = 3). Cells with electric potential
greater than 40% of the difference between Vmax and Vrest were considered to be
part of a wave, and the number of times each cell hosted a new wave was counted.
To quantify wave-lesion interactions we counted the number of waves that excited
each cell adjacent to the ablation lesions. We then compared the rate of wave-lesion
interactions as a function of lesion distribution.

Impact of tissue transection
We next examined the impact of transecting rectangular tissues (150 × 60mm) at
different positions along their long axes with linear lesions. Transection was tested
in three tissue series: 1) tissues in which APD was uniform (mean AP D varied in
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separate tissues between 85ms to 115ms in increments of 10ms), 2) tissues composed
of two distinct regions with different AP D values (20% area with AP DS = 60ms, 80%
area with AP DL varied in separate tissues between 85ms to 115ms in increments of
10ms), and 3) tissues in which AP D varied smoothly but randomly between values
of 65ms and 115ms (Fig. 5.2).

Figure 5.2: The third tissue series described in the text consisted of four randomly
generated tissues with smoothly varying AP D heterogeneity. During randomization,
tissues with a high degree of asymmetry were preferentially selected.

Partial transection
In the third of the above tissue series, we additionally examined the impact of partial
tissue transection by applying an ablation line that reached three quarters of the way
across the tissue from the bottom boundary at different positions along the tissue’s
long axis. In a single rectangular tissue capable of supporting long episodes of MWR
(150 × 60mm, AP D = 85ms, RC = 10ms), we incrementally applied ablation (2mm
increments per line) that ultimately divided that tissue into halves, thirds, fourths,
and fifths. The durations of 500 unique episodes of MWR were determined after the
application of each new ablation extension, and the mean duration was calculated.
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Ablation delivered to left atrial geometry
We examined the impact of tissue transection in a more realistic left atrial geometry (Fig. 5.3). Computed tomography images of the heart were used to generate
a curved, two-dimensional surface mesh composed of 6,810 triangular units of area
each representing an average of 1.8mm2 and corresponding to the endocardial surface of the atrium. This mesh was created using open-source MeshLab software
(meshlab.sourceforge.net). First, a standard lesion set that included pulmonary vein
isolation and a mitral isthmus line was applied, rendering the mesh topologically
equivalent to an uninterrupted 2D sheet with an area of 98.3cm2 . Next, the impact
of transecting the tissue by applying a single lesion between the mitral annulus and
pulmonary vein isolation ring was tested with both homogeneous (AP D = 90ms, RC
= 12ms) and heterogeneous (RC = 12ms, 19% area at AP DS = 70ms, 81% area at
AP DL = 90ms) tissue properties. In the tissue with heterogeneous properties, AP DS
was localized to a region adjacent to the mitral isthmus line that contained the left
atrial appendage.

Prospective titration of ablation quantity to electrical derangement
Finally, we developed and tested an algorithm for prospectively determining the minimum ablation required to reduce MWR burden by an arbitrary degree in 60 rectangular tissues with randomly selected dimensions, AP D, and RC. We used F bE to
predict MWR episode duration both prior to ablation and after complete tissue transection. Linear interpolation between these points in the F b-log10 (Mean Duration)
plane was used to predict the impact of partial transection. The optimal ablation set
was defined as the smallest amount of lesion and the smallest degree of partial tissue
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Figure 5.3: Left lateral (LL), Right lateral (RL), Left posterior oblique (LPO), and
Right anterior oblique (RAO) views of the curved, two dimensional left atrial surface
mesh. Ablated cells of the standard lesion set (pulmonary vein isolation plus a mitral
isthmus line) are shown in dark grey and the region of shortened AP D is shown in
yellow.

transection that reduced mean MWR duration below an arbitrary threshold of 3s.
We then measured the mean duration of 500 unique MWR episodes both before and
after application of this optimal, partially transecting, ablation lesion set.

5.4

Results

Effective fibrillogenicity index and MWR duration before ablation
In homogeneous, unablated tissue, there was a direct relationship between F b and
the duration of MWR episodes that was well described by a quadratic regression
(R2 =0.95, supplemental Fig. S5.9). In heterogeneous tissues MWR episode duration
increased as the number of cells with AP DS increased (Fig. 5.4). This relationship
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was well predicted (mean R2 =0.82) by F bE (Eq. 5.3).

Figure 5.4: A semi-logarithmic plot demonstrating the functional dependence of mean
MWR episode duration on the fraction of tissue possessing AP DS . The solid lines
represent experimentally determined values and the dashed lines represent values
predicted by F bE . Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.

Ablation efficiency and lesion distribution
Ablation decreased the duration of MWR. Increasing the number of ablated cells
resulted in an approximately linear reduction in the ability of a homogeneous tissue
to support MWR (Fig. 5.5A). Of the several lesion patterns we investigated, a single
linear lesion extending perpendicularly from the center of the long axis of the tissue
proved to be the most efficient at reducing episode duration. More complex patterns
such as the square lesion set and the branching lesion set resulted in decreased ablation
efficiency. Linear lesions resulted in significantly more wave-lesion interactions per
ablated cell than branched lesions (14.3±0.3 vs. 12.4±0.2 interactions per second,
p < 0.05; see supplemental Fig. S5.10).
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Figure 5.5: A) MWR episode duration as a function of the number of ablated cells,
shown here for a variety of lesion patterns (single lesion, dual lesions, square lesion,
and branching lesion). Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals. B) A semilogarithmic plot demonstrating the reduction of MWR episode duration with both
increasing degree of tissue transection (top right to bottom left within specific color)
and increasing number of divisions (right to left across colors). Notice that both unablated (top right) and fully transected (bottom left) tissues, fall close to the standard
curve relating F b and MWR episode duration (solid blue line).

Impact of tissue transection (partial and complete)
For any fixed total amount of ablation, delivery of a smaller number of longer lines was
more effective than a larger number of shorter lines (compare points along a vertical
line in Fig. 5.5B). The degree to which any single line could reduce fibrillatory burden
was limited by tissue width (e.g., if the tissue was 60mm wide, further linear ablation
must be at least partially distributed across additional lines). Duration of MWR could
be further decreased through delivery of more lines, increasing the total number of
ablated cells (Fig. 5.5B).
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Impact of ablation location
In tissues with uniform AP D, a complete linear transection through the center of
the tissue proved the most effective at reducing episode duration (Fig. 5.6A). As
the ablation line was moved away from the geometric center of the tissue, its impact
on MWR duration was progressively reduced. In heterogeneous tissues, the optimal
transection position was shifted away from the geometric center towards the side with
the shorter AP D (Fig. 5.6B). The magnitude of this shift was directly proportional
to the relative values of AP DL and AP DS . In both homogeneous and heterogeneous
tissues the optimal transection position was accurately predicted as the point at which
the two resulting tissue segments (either side of the line) had the same values of F bE .

Figure 5.6: MWR episode duration as a function of transection position in: A) Homogenous tissues. The dashed vertical red line shows the theoretically predicted point
of minimum duration at the middle of the tissue long axis. B) Heterogeneous tissues.
Here, the left 20% of each tissue had AP DS = 60ms. The dashed vertical lines show
ablation positions at which the values of F bE for the left and right tissue segments
are equal. This position shifts leftward as the difference between AP DL and AP DS
increases. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.

In diffusely heterogeneous tissues, the optimal transection position was similarly
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shifted towards the side with shorter average AP D (supplemental Fig. S5.11) and was
accurately predicted as being located at the point where the two resulting segments
of the transected tissue had equal values of F bE Limiting lesion length to 75% of
the tissue width did not impact the optimal transection position, but did reduce the
overall impact of ablation.
The presence of localized AP D shortening also impacted the optimal transection
position in the more realistic left atrial geometry (Fig. 5.7). When AP D was uniformly distributed across the atrial surface the transection of the atrium into equal
halves (50% of the area on each side of the line) resulted in the maximum reduction in
MWR episode duration. In tissue with a discrete patch of shorter AP D, the optimal
transection position was shifted 1.4 cm in the direction of the patch (69% of the atrial
area on the AP DL side of the line and 31% on the AP DS side).

Figure 5.7: MWR episode duration as a function of transection position on the curved,
two dimensional left atrial mesh. Ablation was performed both with (green) and
without (blue) the presence of an AP DS region on left side of the atrium. The
point of minimum duration occurs at the geometric center when AP D is uniformly
distributed across the tissue, but is shifted towards the side of shortened average
AP D in the presence of heterogeneity. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.
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Prospective ablation optimization
We prospectively assessed the minimum ablation required to reduce MWR burden
below a target threshold of 3s (Fig. 5.8). Prior to ablation, the magnitude of disease burden in the 60 randomized tissues spanned two orders of magnitude (5-500s).
Optimal lesion sets reduced MWR duration below the target threshold in all cases.
Durations were lower than the target by an average of 0.83±0.03s (4.4±0.7% of total
intervention).

Figure 5.8: A semi-logarithmic plot demonstrating the use of our ablation optimization algorithm for reduction of MWR episode duration by an arbitrary degree. Here,
fibrillogenic tissues with randomly generated properties (red circles) were partially
transected by a prospective, algorithmically determined number of lesions (green circles) to reduce their fibrillatory burden below an arbitrary threshold (horizontal red
line). For reference the blue line indicates the “standard curve” relating F b to mean
duration of MWR.

5.5

Discussion

Ablation of multi-wavelet reentry is qualitatively different from the ablation of other
reentrant arrhythmias because the circuits that comprise MWR are functional, mul110

tiple and mobile [31],[32]. As a result, the treatment of MWR is not aimed at eliminating the possibility of its existence, but at maximizing the probability of its spontaneous termination through collisions between circuit cores and unexcitable boundaries
[37]. In the present study, we found that this probability could be altered through the
application of ablation, the effect of which depended upon the configuration, location
and extent of its delivery. The mechanism of this dependence was via the impact of
these three factors on the probability of wave-lesion interactions.

Quantifying atrial electrical derangement
A shift in perspective from a deterministic to a probabilistic view point offers a number of advantages. For example, it is possible to prospectively assess the propensity of
a tissue to support MWR by viewing its electrical activity as a population of interacting waves that fuse, divide, and annihilate [32],[38]. Tissues that support only small
numbers of waves are much more likely to reach quiescence (i.e., a wave population
equal to zero) than those that support large numbers of waves. The fibrillogenicity index provides an empiric method for predicting the mean wave population, and
therefore the duration of MWR episodes, through the tissue parameters that determine both wave size (AP D, R and C) and tissue size (A and BL) (Supplemental
Fig. S5.9). It follows that we can control the duration of MWR through the direct
manipulation of these parameters. The delivery of ablation, for example, increases
the total boundary length, and therefore the probability that waves will collide with
that boundary and annihilate. By maximizing the rates of wave-lesion interactions
for each ablated cell, we can minimize both the average wave population and the
duration of MWR.
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Impact of ablation configuration and location
We demonstrated that geometrically complex patterns such as branching lesions reduce MWR duration less effectively than simple, linear lesions (Fig. 5.5A). This is
because the protruding segments of branching lesions act like breakwaters, shielding their more central surfaces from exposure to incoming waves (supplemental Fig.
S5.2). On average, these lesions have fewer wave-lesion interactions per ablated cell,
and are therefore less efficient. Linear lesions minimize this shielding effect by maximizing the distance between all ablated cells. In homogeneous tissues, placement
of perpendicular lesions at the geometric center maximizes the distance between all
points along the contiguous boundary surface (including the ablation points), thus
maximizing the number of wave-lesion interactions. Bisection at this location produces two new independent tissues with the minimum net F b and maximally reduced
MWR episode duration (Fig. 5.6A). Interestingly, waves in close proximity to a lesion display an attenuated version of the shielding effect, screening the boundary
surface from more distant waves. This implies that boundary surfaces have basins of
influence, the steepness of which is proportional to the surrounding wave size. When
basins of influence overlap one another (as in smaller tissues with larger waves) the
importance of optimizing lesion placement becomes more apparent (Fig. 5.6A).

Impact of tissue heterogeneity on optimal lesion location
In tissues with heterogeneously distributed cell properties, the density of waves is spatially varied (higher in regions of shortened AP D) and different regions contribute
non-uniformly to the maintenance of MWR. Maximizing the number of wave-lesion
interactions is no longer achieved with ablation at the tissue’s geometric center. We
demonstrated that the impact of a heterogeneous AP D distribution on F b is well
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approximated by an area-weighted inverse sum of AP Ds of the individual cells comprising the tissue (Fig. 5.4). Thus, even though the variations in AP D cause wave
size to be altered locally, AP DE provides an estimate of the average number of waves
per unit area and allows an effective fibrillogenicity index, F bE , to be calculated (Eq.
5.3). Performing a topological mapping to normalize wave sizes throughout the tissue shows that the transection point at which the F bE values on either side of the
dividing lesion are equivalent is the same point at which their effective areas, and
thus supported wave populations, are equal. This position also maximizes the functional distance between points along the contiguous boundary, thereby maximizing
the rates of wave-lesion interactions per ablated cell. We demonstrated experimentally that transection at this functional midpoint maximally reduces the duration of
MWR episodes (Fig. 5.6B) and that this midpoint is shifted in the direction of lowest
AP D (Fig. 5.7).

Partial tissue transection
Clinical considerations such as the need for continuous conduction between the sinus node and all atrial cells preclude the practical use of lesions that fully transect
the atria. Fortunately, the mechanistic basis for full transection applies to partially
transecting lesions as well. The goal of ablation is still to maximize the rates of wavelesion interactions (and therefore wave annihilation) per ablated cell, and this is still
achieved by applying lesions perpendicular to the outer boundary in positions that
expose both of its surfaces to equal populations of reentrant waves. We demonstrated
that the optimal positions for both fully and partially transecting lesions were the
same (supplemental Fig. S5.11). However, while partial transection may result in
comparably efficient reductions in MWR duration, its overall efficacy is lower due
to the smaller total amount of added boundary length. Greater efficacy may be
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achieved via the delivery of additional partially transecting linear lesions distributed
evenly across the tissue’s functional area (Fig. 5.5B).

Prospective ablation optimization
It is our contention that the severity of AF exists along a spectrum and hence the
magnitude of the treatment effect required for its alleviation must also exist along
a spectrum. In other words, a patient with more advanced AF is likely to require
more extensive ablation than a patient with paroxysmal AF. Seen in this light, it is
not surprising that uniform application of a specific lesion set (e.g. pulmonary vein
isolation plus roof and left mitral isthmus lines) does not have the same efficacy in all
patients [6],[14],[15],[40]. In the present study we sought an approach for both quantifying the extent of electrical derangement in individual tissues and for prospectively
determining the optimal ablation set required to treat that derangement. Towards
this purpose, we developed and validated an algorithm that prospectively titrated the
number and extent of linear lesions required to reduce a tissue’s preexisting propensity to support MWR by a desired amount. In all cases, the optimized ablation set
was sufficient to achieve the desired reduction in fibrillatory burden (Fig. 5.8).

Limitations
Our goal in the present study was to establish the theoretical underpinnings of the
fibrillogenicity index and to test its performance in a controlled setting, something
that can only be done exhaustively and with complete precision in a computational
model. Nevertheless, the concepts we present here cannot be considered confirmed
in any practical sense until they have been demonstrated in a biological setting,
something that goes beyond the scope of the present study. The contribution we
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have made here, therefore, is to produce a set of testable predictions that can serve
to guide the design of future experimental studies aimed at advancing the rational
design of patient-specific ablation sets for treating AF.
While our studies are motivated by the need to design lesion sets tailored to individual cases of AF, we are still some distance away from this goal. Several key
challenges must first be overcome. For example, F b makes use of tissue properties
(A/BL, AP D and RC) to quantify average AF duration. Although area and boundary length are easily obtained, it is difficult to directly measure AP D and RC in the
clinical setting. We have previously demonstrated that these same properties determine local tissue activation frequency [41] and that electrogram frequency correlates
with tissue frequency when measured with electrodes of adequate spatial resolution
[42],[43]. Thus it should be possible to calculate F b using electrogram mapping to
indirectly measure tissue properties. Ultimately, biologic validation will be required
before F b can be applied clinically. Nevertheless, F b provides a theoretical foundation
upon which patient-specific ablation strategies may eventually be based.
Atrial remodeling causes progressive dilation, changes in ion channel expression
and interstitial fibrosis [44],[45]. These combine to increase AF duration via their
impact on the atria’s architecture [46], refractory period [44], and conduction velocity [45]. In the present study we have examined tissues with a wide range of area,
boundary length, AP D and intercellular resistance and we demonstrate that these
parameter changes correspond with a progressive increase in the duration of MWR.
While we have not modeled dynamic changes to F b, we have examined a substantial
range of properties over which remodeling occurs. Thus, the fibrillogenicity index
serves as a measure of a tissue’s electrical derangement at a specific moment in time.
As an important caveat, our model of interstitial fibrosis does not include alterations
to cellular excitability that may result from either fibroblast/myocyte coupling or
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discontinuities in tissue thickness. Additionally, while the range of disease burden we
have examined spans over four orders of magnitude (3s-6hrs episodes of MWR), computational burden limited our ability to quantify episode durations in more severely
deranged tissues. Application of our ablation strategy to patients with highly diseased atria therefore assumes that F b can be accurately extrapolated to tissues with
more advanced disease.
While debate continues as to the mechanisms responsible for AF [18],[19], there is
evidence to suggest that reentrant drivers exist along a spectrum that includes MWR
as well as focal drivers with fibrillatory conduction [39]. The ablation strategy we
propose in the current study is aimed at interrupting the spatially dynamic circuit
formation of MWR. However, AF may involve micro-anatomic reentry that is characterized by stable circuits. Such forms of AF are only terminated by ablation that
directly targets these drivers. Both fibrillatory conduction and MWR require tissue
properties conducive to dynamic wave break; F b quantifies the extent to which fibrillatory conduction can be self-sustaining. Even in the presence of focal drivers, F b
provides a metric of functional substrate and thereby defines the burden of disease
remaining after their elimination. Thus, we propose F b as part of a comprehensive
cure for AF, which may require more than a single strategic approach.
A practical issue concerns the efficacy of ablation itself, since ablated tissue may
heal and lead to the development of gaps in linear lesions over time [47]. The actual
implementation of a patient-specific ablation protocol may thus require more than
one visit to the ablation laboratory in order to be fully effective. This is, however, a
limitation of all ablation based treatment strategies and does not reflect the theoretical
framework we have presented here.
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5.6

Conclusion

In this study, we used a computational model to explore the effects of both heterogeneity and ablation on cardiac tissue’s propensity to support multi-wavelet reentry. An
inverse sum of AP Ds weighted by area served as a useful approximation of the composite AP D in heterogeneous tissues, and could be used to accurately predict their
burden of MWR (R2 = 0.82). Linear ablation reduced the duration of MWR more
efficiently than lesion patterns with higher geometric complexity because they produced higher rates of wave-lesion interactions. We also found that partial transection
dividing fibrillating tissue into regions that supported equivalent wave populations
caused the greatest reductions in MWR per ablated cell. Based on these findings,
we developed an algorithm for prospectively determining tissue-specific optimized
ablation patterns, and successfully reduced MWR duration below a target threshold of 3s in 100% of tested tissues (n = 60). We believe that this study presents a
novel approach for 1) quantifying the extent of a tissue’s electrical derangement, 2)
prospectively determining the amount of ablation required to minimize the burden of
AF and 3) predicting the most efficient distribution of these ablation lesions in tissues
refractory to standard ablation strategies.
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5.7

Supplemental Materials

Figure 5.9: A standard curve demonstrating the functional dependence of mean MWR
duration on F b (in square, two dimensional tissues with uniformly distributed AP D)
was developed using quadratic regression.
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Figure 5.10: Density maps showing the number of times each cell was excited by a
propagating wave in tissues with linear or branching lesion distributions. Ablated
cells were never excited (blue) and cells adjacent to boundaries (tissue edge and
ablation lesions) were excited less frequently than cells farther from boundaries. With
a branching lesion distribution (top) there is a distinct decrease in the number of
excitations in the region between lesion branches, reducing the number of possible
wave-lesion interactions. Linear lesions are exposed to a greater number of waves
(middle and bottom) than branching lesions. When the ablation line is placed close
to the tissue edge (bottom) fewer waves reach the “protected” region between the
tissue edge and the left side of the line, reducing wave-lesion interactions and hence
ablation efficacy.
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Figure 5.11: MWR episode duration as a function of the position of either complete
(solid blue line) or partial (solid red line) transection in four heterogeneous tissues
with smoothly varying, randomized AP D distributions. The dashed vertical red lines
show theoretically predicted point of minimum duration. The dashed vertical green
lines show the geometric center of the tissue.
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Abstract

Background: Two of the most widely accepted hypotheses regarding the mechanism
of atrial fibrillation are multi-wavelet reentry and focal drivers with fibrillatory conduction. In the present study, we explore the interplay between the structural and
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functional substrates that these mechanisms require, as well as their respective roles
in driving atrial fibrillation.
Methods and Results: We used a computational model to simulate fibrillation and
measure its duration either in the presence or absence of a substrate for structural
micro-reentry. The probability of spontaneous micro-reentry was measured as a function of the propensity of the surrounding functional substrates to fibrillate, as well
as both the excitable gap and degree of protection of the structural circuit. Finally,
we examined the likelihood of atrial tachycardia upon termination of fibrillation. We
found that the presence of a structural substrate had little impact on the overall
duration of fibrillatory episodes except in tissues with an otherwise low propensity
to fibrillate. Micro-reentry was repeatedly initiated and terminated by multi-wavelet
reentry but was more likely to occur if the structural substrate was well protected
from the surrounding functional substrate. Fibrillation was more likely to end in
atrial tachycardia when the structural substrate was large and in close proximity to
the unexcitable external boundary of the tissue.
Conclusion: Multi-wavelet reentry and fibrillatory conduction represent two points
along a single continuous spectrum. The impact of a structural substrate on the overall duration of fibrillation depends upon where the surrounding functional substrate
falls on this spectrum.

6.2

Introduction

Since research of atrial fibrillation (AF) first began more than 100 years ago [1][3] there has been much debate over the mechanisms responsible for its persistence
[4]-[6]. Largely, however, opinions have been divided between two apparently competing hypotheses: multi-wavelet reentry (MWR) and focal drivers with fibrillatory
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conduction (FDFC). In the MWR hypothesis, fibrillation results from spatially dynamic, self-perpetuating functional reentry [7]-[9]. In contrast, the FDFC hypothesis
proposes that changing conduction patterns are driven by stationary sources of excitation [10]-[12]. While these hypotheses are often considered mutually exclusive, there
is an important parallel between them. In both MWR and FDFC, it is the presence
of diffuse functional heterogeneity that leads to variable propagation [13]-[15]. We
propose that fibrillatory conduction (FC) and MWR differ only in the magnitude of
this functional heterogeneity, and thus represent two different points along a continuum. In atria with relatively low propensity to fibrillate, changing propagation is
passive and dependent upon the presence of active drivers. In the presence of more
extreme electrical derangement, variable conduction is self-sustaining and therefore
perpetuates even in the absence of a driver.
One type of focal driver that has been recently demonstrated in animal models
[16],[17] and ex vivo human hearts [36] is structural micro-reentry . Here, reentrant
circuits are formed around small unexcitable obstacles and emit waves of excitation
that undergo fibrillatory conduction. This is typically viewed as a one sided relationship in which the focal driver acts upon the surrounding functional substrate.
However, in order for reentry around a structural obstacle to be initiated, a wave must
undergo unidirectional conduction block and anchor to that obstacle. Micro-reentry
may subsequently be terminated by an appropriately timed collision with an external
wave that causes bidirectional block. Both FC and MWR provide a continual source
of external waves with varied timing and direction and can thus act as the means
of both initiation and termination of structural micro-reentry. We propose that a
thorough understanding of fibrillation therefore requires not only an appreciation of
how focal drivers cause FC, but also of how FC affects focal drivers. In the present
study, we use a computational model of propagation to study the interactions between
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functional and structural substrates and examine the impact that these interactions
have on the overall duration of fibrillation.

6.3

Methods

Computational model
In the following experiments, we made use of a previously described computational
model of electrical propagation in cardiac tissue [18],[19]. This combines a diffusion
model of electrotonic current spread with a rule based cellular automaton model
of cardiomyoctye excitation. Briefly, cells (each representing approximately 1mm2
of cardiac tissue) undergo action potentials when they receive current sufficient to
perturb their potential from rest (Vrest ) to above a defined threshold (VT hresh ). Action
potentials cause the cell voltage to increase towards peak potential (Vpeak ) after which
it gradually returns to Vrest over a period of time, the action potential duration
(AP D), during which it is refractory to new stimuli. Cells transmit current to their
adjacent neighbors, increasing the voltage of each neighbor with a time constant equal
to the product of the cell-cell ohmic resistance (R) and the electric charge capacitance
of the neighboring cell (C).
The number and arrangement of the cells in the model, as well as the parameter
values for each cell, can be adjusted so as to allow the simulated tissue to support
various patterns of electrical excitation. In order to test the relationships between
functional and structural substrate, we generated simulated two-dimensional sheets
of tissue with centralized, circular regions of unexcitable scar tissue. The model simulations were run on the Vermont Advance Computing Core (www.uvm.edu/ vacc/).
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Fibrillation with and without a structural substrate
To test whether fibrillatory conduction would perpetuate in the absence of localized
drivers, we created a series of simulated tissues, each with a central obstacle (radius
= 2mm) that was partially protected by ring of unexcitable scar (radius = 7mm,
angle of exposure = 60◦ ). Each tissue had dimensions equal to 80 × 80mm and had
uniform RC equal to 8ms. The mean AP D of individual tissues ranged between
50ms and 200ms in 5ms increments, and had ±10ms of random variation. In each
tissue, we initiated structural reentry around the central obstacle. One second after
its initiation, structural reentry was eliminated by ablation of the entire central region
(radius ≤ 7mm). We then calculated the mean duration and standard error of the
mean (SEM) of the remaining fibrillatory conduction for up to a maximum of 10,000s.
These values were compared to predictions made using the fibrillogenicity index (F b,
Eq. 6.1), a previously described metric of tissue’s propensity to support multi-wavelet
reentry [20],[21].

Fb =

Area
Boundary Length ∗ AP D ∗ RC

(6.1)

Additionally, we examined the impact of structural reentry on ongoing MWR. In
each tissue of the series described above, we initiated 500 unique episodes of MWR
by high frequency (100Hz) burst pacing from a virtual electrode. The duration of
the resulting MWR episodes were then measured for up to a maximum of 10,000s for
one of three ablation set-ups: no micro-reentrant substrate, protected micro-reentrant
substrate, and focally ablated micro-reentrant substrate (Fig. 6.1). We calculated
the mean duration and SEM of the mean.
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Figure 6.1: Close ups of the three ablation setups. Here, white cells represent sites
of ablation and black cells represent excitable tissue. From left to right: 1) no substrate for micro-reentry, 2) protected micro-reentrant substrate, and 3) focally ablated
micro-reentrant substrate (allows for macro-reentrant reentry).

Lifespan of structural reentry during coexistant MWR
In order to assess the dynamics of structural reentry in coexistence with multi-wavelet
reentry, we created a series of simulated tissues with a central obstacle partially protected by a ring of unexcitable scar (radius = 7mm). In separate tissues, the APD
for the central region (radius ≤ 7mm) and the surrounding area were varied independently, from 30 ms to 100ms and from 50ms to 130ms, both in 10ms increments
and with ±10ms of random variation. The radius of the central obstacle was varied
from 1mm to 4.5mm in increments of 0.5mm, thus altering the frequency of potential
structural reentry around that obstacle. The obstacle’s angle of exposure to the surrounding tissue was varied between 0◦ and 360◦ in 15◦ increments. In each tissue, we
induced 50 ten second episodes of fibrillation by high frequency (100Hz) burst pacing
from a virtual electrode positioned far from the central lesion. Structural reentry
was declared when all cells directly adjacent to the central obstacle were found to be
simultaneously undergoing periodic excitation, as defined by Equation 6.2. In this
case, a threshold for periodic behavior (tthresh ) of 5ms was used.

tthresh ≥ (AP D1 + AP D3 ) − 2AP D2

(6.2)

The mean and SEM were calculated for both the number and duration of struc131

tural reentrant episodes in each tissue.

Probability of atrial tachycardia with focal obstacles
Lastly, we tested the likelihood that fibrillatory conduction would end in atrial tachycardia as a function of both the distance between, and the relative sizes of, a focal
obstacle and the external boundary. To do this, we created two series of simulated
tissues. The first was composed of cylindrical tissues with circumference of 80mm
and height ranging from 10mm to 80mm in increments of 5mm. The second was
composed of annuli of excitable tissue with a constant width of 10mm but a variable
internal radius that ranged from 1mm to 20mm in increments of 1mm. Both sets
of tissues had APD values equal to 70ms. In each tissue, we initiated 500 unique
episodes of multi-wavelet reentry by high frequency (100Hz) burst pacing for 1s from
a randomly positioned virtual electrode. Periodic behavior was declared when all
cells were found to be simultaneously undergoing periodic excitation (Eq. 6.2), and
the proportion and standard error of the proportion (SEP) of episodes in each tissue
that ended in periodic behavior versus quiescence was recorded.

6.4

Results

Duration of FC after elimination of focal drivers
The duration of fibrillatory conduction after elimination of the focal driver increased
with decreasing AP D. This increase was well predicted by the fibrillogenicity index
(Fig. 6.2A). The driver produced fibrillatory conduction except when the value of
AP D the surrounding functional substrate was between 90ms and 110ms in. Over this
range, there was 2:1 conduction block of emitted waves and no wave break occurred.
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Quiescence was reached immediately following elimination of the micro-reentrant circuit.
There was no difference between the duration of MWR episodes in the absence
of a structural obstacle (and therefore no potential for a micro-reentrant circuit) and
with focal ablation of the structural circuit (thus allowing for macro-reentry but not
micro-reentry; Fig. 6.2B). The presence of a substrate for structural micro-reentry
increased the duration of MWR episodes for tissues with AP D longer than 100ms.

Figure 6.2: The effect of structural reentry on the duration of MWR. Left: Duration
of fibrillation after elimination of the substrate for structural reentry. The grey box
indicates AP DM W R values over which 2:1 conduction block occurred and fibrillatory
conduction was not initiated. Right: Duration of fibrillation in the presence (blue),
absence (red), and after ablation of (green) the substrate for structural reentry. Error
bars show 95% confidence intervals.

Dynamics of structural reentry
The percentage of time that the protected structural obstacle hosted periodic reentrant waves varied as a function of the frequency of MWR in the surrounding tissue
as well as the excitable gap and degree of protection of the structural circuit. As the
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frequency of MWR in the surrounding tissue decreased, the probability of structural
reentry rapidly increased until the point at which MWR and structural reentrant
frequencies were the same, and then began to decrease (Fig. 6.3A). As the excitable
gap of the structural circuit increased, the probability of fixed reentry was gradually
increased (Fig. 6.3B). Increasing exposure of the structural obstacle led to decreasing
probability of structural reentry (Fig. 6.3C). The average durations of both anchoring and non-anchoring episodes, as well as the frequency of anchoring are shown in
Supplemental Figure 6.5.

Figure 6.3: The percentage of time during which structural reentry existed as a
function of the (left) frequency of MWR, (middle) the excitable gap, and (right) the
exposure to the surrounding tissue of the unexcitable obstacle. Error bars show 95%
confidence intervals.

Atrial tachycardia after termination of MWR
The probability of episodes of MWR ending in macroscopic structural reentry decreased linearly with increasing distance and disparity of size between the internal
and external boundaries (Fig. 6.4).
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Figure 6.4: The percentage of MWR episodes that end in atrial tachycardia (rather
than quiescence) as a function of the (A) distance between and (B) the ratio of size
of internal and external unexcitable boundaries. Error bars show 95% confidence
intervals.

6.5

Discussion

Multi-wavelet reentry and focal drivers with fibrillatory conductionare often considered mutually exclusive mechanisms for the maintenance of fibrillation [5],[6]. However, the characteristics of a tissue that facilitate MWR are the same as those that
promote FC. In both cases, irregular activation patterns require breakage of wavefronts by the non-uniform refractory tails of preceding waves. In the present study we
demonstrate that the duration of fibrillation following the elimination of a structural
driver depends upon the properties of the underlying functional substrate. Thus,
MWR and FC may be considered two points along a continuum of propensity to
fibrillation.
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Characterizing functional substrate
We have previously proposed that a thorough understanding of MWR and its treatment requires shifting to a probabilistic view point [20],[21]. This perspective offers a
number of advantages. For example, it is possible to prospectively assess the propensity of a tissue to support MWR by viewing its electrical activity as a population of
interacting waves that fuse, divide, and annihilate. Tissues that support only small
numbers of waves are much more likely to reach quiescence (i.e., a wave population
equal to zero) than those that support large numbers of waves. The fibrillogenicity index provides an empiric method for predicting the mean wave population, and
therefore the duration of MWR, through the tissue parameters that determine both
wave size (AP D, R, and C) and tissue size (A and BL).
In MWR, the formation of reentrant circuits is chaotic and occurs with a low
degree of spatiotemporal autocorrelation [7],[22]. As a result, prospective identification of where circuits will be formed at a specific moment in time is extremely
difficult. Furthermore, the diffuse distribution of circuits means that there is no obvious ablation strategy that completely eliminates the possibility of MWR. However,
by mapping the aggregate positions of many circuits, it is instead possible to develop
probability distributions of where circuit formation is likely to occur. Thus, the most
effective ablation strategies for treatment of MWR are those that maximize the probability of circuit interruption. We previously proposed the delivery of linear lesions
distributed evenly across the circuit-formation probability-distribution as the optimal
approach to ablation of MWR.
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Structural obstacles with fibrillatory conduction
In contrast to diffusely distributed MWR, structural reentry is spatially fixed. Ablation of focal drivers is conceptually straightforward but identifying driver sites in
the presence of fibrillatory conduction is challenging. Provided that their positions
can be identified, structural reentry therefore provides a straightforward target for
ablative elimination. Not surprisingly, a number of strategies have been designed
with this type of focal driver in mind, including the ablation of high dominant frequency sites, complex fractionated atrial electrogram (CFAE) ablation [23], and focal
impulse and rotor modulation (FIRM) [12]. However, while these approaches showed
promising initial results, the outcomes of follow up studies have shown minimal improvements over standard interventional treatments [24],[25]. Successful treatment
of atrial fibrillation may require both elimination of focal drivers and modification
of the functional substrate. Since exclusive targeting of focal drivers has relatively
little impact on the remaining functional substrate, it is possible for underlying MWR
to persist after ablation. We demonstrated that the fibrillogenicity index accurately
predicts the duration of persistent MWR (Fig. 6.2A).

Interactions between functional and structural reentry
In the presence of both a structural obstacle and a sufficiently fibrillogenic functional substrate, MWR and structural reentry may cohabitate and together drive
fibrillation[26]. These mechanisms do not exist independently. Rather, there is consistent interaction between the two. Structural reentry is repetitively initiated and
terminated by MWR. Through an ongoing series of chaotic wave collisions, MWR
produces many random instances of unidirectional conduction block. When conduction block occurs adjacent to an unoccupied structural obstacle, the wave may anchor
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to that obstacle and induce structural reentry. If instead this conduction block occurs nearby preexisting structural reentry, the circuit may be either terminated or
temporarily accelerated depending upon whether the block occurred parallel or antiparallel to the direction of circuit rotation. Alternatively, MWR may be induced
by structural reentry. Here, structural circuits emit waves more quickly than cells
of the surrounding tissue recover their excitability. Wave-fronts encounter refractory
tissue, leading to localized conduction block and breakage of the wave-front. These
breakages provide a replenishing source of wavelets for the continuation of MWR.
The probabilities of these events depend upon the relative properties of the functional and structural substrates. Both initiation and termination of structural reentry
require access of MWR waves to the structural obstacle. As the AP D of the functional substrate decreases, the frequency of MWR increases. Thus, the numbers
of waves, and therefore instances of conduction block , in close proximity to the
structural substrate increase as well. This leads to a corresponding decrease in the
percentage of time that the structural obstacle supports reentry since the substrate
is under constant bombardment by incoming waves (Fig. 6.3A). Likewise, increasing
the exposure of the obstacle to the surrounding functional substrate allows waves to
approach the structural circuit from more directions, and therefore also causes a decrease in the likelihood of stable wave anchoring (Fig. 6.3B). When the frequency of
MWR and structural reentry are the same, the percentage of time during which waves
are anchored to the obstacle peaks. Neither driver is able to entrain the other and,
once initiated, structural reentry is able to continue largely unmolested. Counterintuitively, functional substrate with long AP D (low frequency) also causes a drop
in the likelihood of structural reentry (Fig. 6.3C). In this case, waves emitted by
the relatively fast reentrant circuit collide with refractory tissue in the directly adjacent functional substrate. This leads to conduction block in the immediate proximity
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of the structural substrate and subsequent interruption of reentry. Finally, increasing excitable gap leads to an increase in the incidence of structural reentry. More
space between an anchored wave’s front and refractory tail make it more robust to
perturbations form the functional substrate.
Reciprocally, structural reentry may also affect the dynamics of MWR. We demonstrated that high frequency structural reentry may induce wave break, and potentially
MWR, by sending out waves at a rate faster than the surrounding functional substrate can uniformly recover its excitability (figure 1a). If the functional substrate is
able to recover rapidly, or if the tissue is entirely refractory, uninterrupted 1:1 or 2:1
conduction (respectively) of the emitted waves may occur. In this way, wave break
is prevented and there is no initiation of MWR. For functional substrate with long
AP D, the presence of structural substrate may increase the duration of MWR (Fig.
6.2B). In this case, structural reentry provides a source for new waves when MWR in
the surrounding tissue would otherwise terminate spontaneously.

Atrial tachycardia after termination of MWR
One of the well known complications associated with focal ablation of AF is the
induction of atrial tachycardia [27]-[29]. However, while focal ablation provides a
substrate for macroscopic structural circuits to form, structural reentry does not
occur in every instance. To understand why and when atrial tachycardia is likely
to be induced, it is helpful to once again consider MWR as a randomly fluctuating
population of waves. Each of these waves has an excitation front, a refractory tail, and
two wave ends. Wave ends may be either free-floating, in which case they are phase
singularities at the point where wave front and tail meet, or anchored to boundaries. If
both of a wave’s ends are anchored to the same boundary, the wave front is presented
with a diminishing supply of excitable cells and will extinguish against the boundary
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when its supply is exhausted. If instead the two wave ends are on opposite boundaries,
the wave front encounters a replenishing supply of excitable cells and will propagate
indefinitely as a structural circuit. In the absence of ongoing MWR, this reentrant
circuit becomes organized macroscopic reentry or, in other words, atrial tachycardia.
From the probabilistic viewpoint, MWR continues until all wave ends are anchored
to structural boundaries. In the case of uninterrupted sheets of excitable tissue, there
is only one boundary for wave ends to anchor to, and the rhythm will terminate once
all waves are extinguished. However, in tissues with a focal obstacle (e.g., vein orifice
or focal ablation), waves may also anchor to separate boundaries. Though anchored
waves rotating in opposite directions around the obstacle will extinguish against one
another as they collide, an odd number of dual-boundary anchored waves will lead to
macroscopic structural reentry. Thus, properties which affect the likelihood of dualboundary wave-end anchoring affect the likelihood of atrial tachycardia. Boundaries
that are further apart from one another or are more disproportionate in size reduce
the probability of a single wave having wave ends anchored on opposite boundaries
(Fig. 6.4).

Limitations
Our goal in this series of experiments was to establish the theoretical principles that
define interaction between functional and structural substrates during cardiac fibrillation. In particular, we were interested in defining quantitative relationships between
emergent behaviors (e.g., structural reentry, fibrillatory conduction) and tissue properties (e.g., cellular APD, structural obstacles with varying degrees of protection).
The computer model of propagation we selected for this study is therefore ideal, since
its low computational burden allows for both direct visualization of electrical activity and exhaustive search of the parameter landscape. As with all in silico studies
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however, we cannot consider the concepts we present here to be truly confirmed. Our
conclusions require validation in a biological setting, ultimately humans. Nonetheless,
our findings provide a set of testable predictions that can guide the design of future
experimental study.
While we have presented findings regarding the interplay between MWR and
structural micro-reentry, any focal driver may produce fibrillatory conduction. For
example, fixed functional reentry is also believed to play a role in driving AF [30],[31].
The principles that define the impact of rotors should be the same as those that define
the impact of structural reentry. The relative eases with which rotors are initiated and
terminated will determine their average lifespan, and therefore their impact on the
overall duration of AF. We did not study interactions between functional substrate
and focal firing [32],[33]. In this case, initiation and perpetuation of the focal driver
occurs independently of intermediary events (e.g., unidirectional conduction block).
Focal firing may not be terminated by activity in the surrounding functional substrate.
Thus, we would expect focal firing to have a larger effect on the duration of AF than
either fixed functional or structural reentry.
Finally, the changing activation pattern of AF may not be the result of fibrillatory
conduction at all. Rather, multiple focal drivers distributed throughout the atria may
exist simultaneously [34],[35]. Each driver emits waves that ultimately collide and
extinguish against waves from other drivers. Provided that the drivers send out waves
at differing rates, change position, or are active at different times, the location of wave
front collisions will change dynamically. Practically speaking, these changing collision
locations may be indistinguishable from the diffuse reentrant pattern of MWR and
FC. Regardless, modification of the functional substrate may be helpful in eliminating
these changing conduction patterns and identifying the locations of focal drivers.
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6.6

Conclusion

In this study, we used a computational model to examine the interplay between
structural and functional reentrant substrates during fibrillation. We found that fibrillatory conduction continued after the elimination of structural micro-reentry for
a duration of time that was well predicted by a metric of the functional substrate’s
ability to support MWR. Thus, we propose that MWR and fibrillatory conduction are
not distinct phenomena but instead exist along a single continuous spectrum of fibrillogenic propensity. The presence of structural substrate did not increase the overall
duration of episodes of MWR, except in tissues with AP D greater than 100ms. The
likelihood of spontaneous anchoring of waves to an unexcitable obstacle and subsequent structural reentry was highest when MWR and structural reentrant frequencies
were comparable. This likelihood was further heightened by increases in the degree of
protection and the excitable gap of the structural circuit. Finally, we found that the
probability of MWR terminating in macroscopic structural reentry decreased with increasing distance and disparity of size between internal and external boundaries. We
believe this study represents the first detailed examination of the interaction between
structural reentry and multi-wavelet reentry.
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6.7

Supplemental Materials

Figure 6.5: The dynamics of structural reentry. The duration of anchoring episodes
(top row), time between anchoring episodes (middle row), and the number of anchoring episodes (bottom row) as functions of the frequency of MWR (left column),
the excitable gap of the structural circuit (middle column), and the exposure of the
structural obstacle to the surrounding tissue (right column). Error bars show 95%
confidence intervals.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
Despite the enormous quantities of money, time, and energy that have been devoted
to the treatment of atrial fibrillation (AF), cure remains elusive in those patients
with the heaviest burdens of disease. This failure stems, at least in part, from a lack
of insight into the mechanisms responsible for driving AF. In particular, the chaotic
nature of multi-wavelet reentry (MWR) has proven difficult to predict and has thus
far offered no obvious targets for intervention.
The first step towards identifying a practical approach for eliminating MWR is
to recognize that, as with all reentrant drivers, continuous propagation in MWR requires the formation of electrical circuits. Here, waves of excitation that encounter a
constantly replenishing supply of excitable tissue may propagate indefinitely. When
this supply is interrupted, as by the collision of a wave with either an unexcitable
anatomic boundary or ablative lesion, the reentrant propagation of the circuit terminates. Interruption of all concurrent circuits extinguishes the overall arrhythmia.
However, unlike with stationary drivers such as rotors or structural micro-reentry,
the circuits of MWR are both multiple and mobile. Because the position of functional reentry changes dynamically, there is no single location at which ablation will
precisely eliminate specific reentrant circuits. Rather, ablation strategies must be
designed around maximizing the probability of circuit interruption. We have demon148

strated that ablation of tissue regions with higher densities of circuit formation more
efficiently reduces the duration of MWR than ablation of regions with lower densities.
Counter-intuitively, we also found that inappropriately placed ablation could increase the duration of fibrillation. To understand why, we introduced a population
dynamics framework for viewing MWR. Here, the arrhythmia is composed of a population of waves that fuse, divide, and annihilate. Multi-wavelet reentry will continue
so long as the number of waves is greater than zero. Factors that promote increases
in the wave population through either wave division or spontaneous wave birth lead
to increases in the lifespan of fibrillatory episodes. Reciprocally, factors that decrease
the population via either wave fusion or annihilation cause corresponding decreases in
the duration of MWR. Which effect an ablation line will have depends upon the way
it interacts with the population of waves. When it interacts with the untethered end
of a wave, that wave may anchor to the ablation line, exhaust its supply of excitable
tissue, and ultimately annihilate. In this case, the potential of that wave to undergo
reentry is eliminated and the wave population decreases. When the ablation line
interacts with the excitatory front of a wave, that wave may break in two, thereby
increasing the overall population and promoting the formation of further reentrant
circuits. Ablation lines placed adjacent to, but not through, regions of high circuit
density predominately interact with wave fronts, and may therefore both increase the
wave population and worsen the tissue’s burden of disease.
We extended this probabilistic framework by identifying a key set of parameters
for predicting the number of waves able to coexist simultaneously within a given
tissue. We found that the ratio of tissue size, as determined by area and boundary
length, and wave size, as determined by action potential duration, resistance, and
capacitance, all correlated strongly with the duration of MWR episodes. This ratio,
which we defined as the fibrillogenicity index, therefore represents a useful tool for
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characterizing the propensity of individual tissues to support MWR. After correcting
for regional differences in wave size, we expanded the effective fibrillogenicity index to
account for tissues with complex, heterogeneously distributed properties. From the
population dynamics perspective, it follows logically that ablation will more effectively
reduce the duration of MWR when it maximizes the frequency of interactions with
wave-ends. Our experiments demonstrated that the most efficient use of ablation was
the application of linear lesions to partition fibrillating tissue into effectively equal
regions. By combining our ability to characterize the initial propensity of a tissue to
support reentry and our knowledge of the incremental effects of ablation, we developed
an algorithm for designing ablation sets optimally titrated to the burden of disease
in individual tissues.
This ablation algorithm is seemingly limited to tissues in which MWR is the primary mechanism responsible for driving AF. However, focal drivers with fibrillatory
conduction have also been hypothesized as a potentially important mechanism. In
this case, stationary sources such as rotors, sites of ectopic firing, and structural
micro-reentry emit waves that break apart and conduct chaotically. So long as these
focal drivers persist, the arrhythmia will continue. Focal drivers therefore represent
an enticing target for ablative elimination. However in our experiments, we demonstrated that fibrillatory conduction and MWR simply represent two points along
the same continuous spectrum of electrical derangement. Elimination of only focal
drivers therefore still leaves the potential for MWR within the remaining functional
substrate. Furthermore, elimination of the stationary driver via focal ablation creates a potential substrate for macroscopic structural reentry. Each wave has two ends
where its excitatory front and refractory tail meet. If both ends are anchored to the
same unexcitable boundary, the front will consume its limited supply of excitable
cells and extinguish. If instead the two ends are anchored to disparate boundaries,
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the wave front will encounter a replenishing supply of excitable tissue and propagate
indefinitely. We demonstrated that both the distance between and relative sizes of
these two boundaries determine the likelihood that waves will anchor to separate
boundaries and lead to macroscopic reentry.
Thus, a comprehensive approach to treatment of AF requires elimination of focal
drivers, as by focal ablation, prevention of structural tachycardia, as by connection
of focal ablation to unexcitable boundaries using linear ablation, and minimization of
the remaining functional substrates ability to support reentry, as with our optimized
ablation algorithm.

7.1

Suggestions for Future Research

The work presented within this dissertation suggests a number of directions for future
research. In particular, it will be important to validate our in silico findings within a
biological setting.

Clinical modification of the fibrillogenicity index
In Chapter 4 of this dissertation, we demonstrated use of the Fibrillogenicity Index in
predicting the propensity of simulated tissues to support MWR. The practical application of this metric will ultimately require its validation in human atrial fibrillation.
This goal is complicated by the difficulty of obtaining exact measurements of several
parameters composing the Fibrillogenicity Index. For example, measurements of action potential duration, membrane capacitance, and intercellular resistance all require
highly specialized methods and the precise instrumentation of individual cardiomyocytes. While potentially feasible within in vitro cell monolayers or mechanicallyparalyzed ex vivo cardiac tissue preparations, these techniques are effectively impos151

sible within the mechanically beating hearts of living animals. Fortunately, it may be
possible to circumvent these technical challenges by using analogous, but more easily
measured, parameters within a modified version of the fibrillogenicity index. Our
lab recently demonstrated that the frequency of activation correlated directly with
both the density of circuit formation and tissue properties. Thus, when measured
with electrodes of sufficient spatiotemporal resolution, the frequency of electrogram
recordings should serve as a reasonable proxy variable for APD and RC.
As with any artificial model of AF, neither cell monolayers nor animal models
necessarily reflect the behavior or mechanism of true human arrhythmic disease. In
testing the utility of a clinically modified version of the fibrillogenicity index (F bC =
(A/BL) ∗ F req), it may therefore be both more appropriate and efficient to skip
directly from in silico experiments to validation in humans. Here, values of atrial area
and boundary length can be obtained easily from either the cardiac CT imaging or the
electroanatomic studies that are routinely taken prior to ablative intervention. These
values, combined with frequency measurements taken from several different positions
within the atria, allow for calculation of F bC . The clinical fibrillogenicity index must
then be mapped against a measure of disease burden such as episode duration or the
percentage of time a patient spends in active fibrillation. These measures may be
obtained from either extraneously implanted pace makers with recording capabilities
or with portable telemetry devices such as Holter monitors.
This type of study will provide insight into two major questions raised by the
computational work of this dissertation. First, it will answer the question of whether
or not the fibrillogenicity index is in fact a useful metric of the burden of human
disease. Second, it will provide an idea of how much variation there is in AF frequency,
both temporally and spatially, and from patient to patient. While other studies
have examined distributions of tissue frequency, they have typically done so using
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measures of dominant frequency rather than centroid frequency, and with electrodes of
insufficient spatiotemporal resolution (as demonstrated by the presence of electrogram
fractionation). If variation is low, future studies requiring knowledge of a hearts
propensity to support fibrillation may be obtained from a single global measure of
atrial frequency such as a surface electrocardiogram.

Validation of the optimized ablation algorithm
In Chapter 5 of this dissertation, we presented a strategy of tissue-specific optimized
ablation for the treatment of AF. This strategy also requires validation within human
beings. Implementation of our proposed algorithm requires two pieces of information.
First, we will need a metric of both the magnitude and spatial distribution of fibrillatory disease burden. This question will be answered by the correlation study described
above. Second, we require an idea of the incremental impact of ablation. This question is more difficult to answer, particularly in humans. However, by expanding the
above correlation study to include measures of disease burden both before and after
standard ablative intervention, we can gather information regarding the relationship
between added ablation length and the resulting decrement in AF burden.
With these two pieces of information in hand, it will then be possible to assess
the impact of our proposed ablation strategy. Because testing of our algorithm requires active intervention rather than passive data collection, a randomized control
trial contrasting this algorithm against standard ablative therapy (either pulmonary
vein isolation or pulmonary vein isolation with additional anatomic ablation) will be
necessary to demonstrate improved rates of cure.
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